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I. Introduction
On;December 6,. 1965,.the Consolidated EdisonCompany of New York, Inc.,,
applied to the Atomic Energy Commission for a license to construct and operate
&',2758 megawatt thermal (MWt) nuclear facility to be located at the Indian Point
site near Peekskill., New York.

,The. pressurized water reactor (PWR)

second nuclear unit to be located at this site.

will -be the

The existing PWR, Indian

Nuclear Generating Unit No. 1, has a thermal rating of 615 MWt.
The technical safety review of the proposed design of the facility, which
has been conducted by the staff of the Commission's Division of Reactor Licens
ing,. has been based on the report, Indian.Point Nuclear Generating Unit No. 2
Preliminary. Safety Analysis Report, and five supplements thereto (hereafter
referred to as the Report).

In the course of its review of the material in the

Report, the Division of Reactor Licensing staff has held a number of meetings
with representatives of the applicant and Westinghouse Electric Corporation to
discuss the site and the proposed facility and to clarify the technical material
submitted.

In addition, the Commission.'s Advisory Comittee on.Reactor Safe

.guards.(ACRS)-has also considered this project and met and discussed it with
the applicant arkd the Commission's staff..

The material discussed ~at each of

these meetings and the technical correspondence are summarized as -follows:
1.January 1.7-18, .1966,

-

Representatives of the applicant and the

Commission.'s staff reviewed, the contents of the Report.

As a result of this

meeting, questions were sent by the Division of Reactor Licensing to the appli
cant on February 28,
areas.

19664, requesftig clarification of a number of technical

Written answers to-these questions.(First Supplement) ,were provided by

-the applicant on March31., 1966.
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2. March 30, 1966

-

A subcommittee of the ACRS met with the*applicant and

the Commission's staff at the Indian Point site.

Temtrapovddin the

Report was discussed.
3. April 4, 1966

ACRS met with the-applicant and, the:Commissioni's

-The

'staff to'discuss the overall'design of the facility *and, particular design_,.
features,-of safety significance.
4. May 2, 1966

-Representatives

"of the applicant and the Commission's

staff met to discuss the' material' submitted in'the; First Supplement and,
particular,

in

the, engineered safeguards systems and'reactivity transients.

5. May 3, 1966

subcomittee' of the 'ACRS met' with'! the applicant ad

-A'

The -potential -consequences of various p'ostulated'.

the Commission's staff.

accidents -and considerations related to locating two nuclear facilities at -one
site were'discussed.
6. May 6, 1966

-The

ACRS met-with the appli:Icant and .the Commi,ssionls

staff to -continue the discussion of technical 'matters '[related to the safety
of the proposed facilit'y'.

'As 'ariesult of the foregoing meetings and"our. con

tinued review-of the'design of the proposed facility, addi'tionA
requested by letter dated May 11,

1966*.

inf ormation was

Answers were provided by the -appli

cant (Second Supplemen't) on May.31 ,1'1966,.
7.

May 19,'1966'- Representatives of the applicant and the-Commission's

staff met .to

discuss the preliminary res'ults of -analyses ;to be, provided in the

Second Supplement.
8.

May 26', '1966

-Dr."

Nathan M. Newmark and Dr. William -J.-Hall, the

ComiIs .sion's consult'ants on seismic' des ign', revi ewed and discuss e'dthe p'roposed
seismic design criteria of the facility with representa ti ve sof the :applicant's

L'

architect engineer (United Engineers and Constructors).
this meeting,

During the course of

the applicant. agreed to provide additional information relat Ied

to the seismic design of the facility.- This material was supplied in the Third
Supplement on June 20, 1966.
9.

June 23, 1966

A subcommittee of the ACRS met-with the applicant and

-

the Commission's staff.

The potential. courses of loss-of-coolant-accidents and

various features, of the engineered safeguard systems were discussed.
10.

July 15, 1966

-The

ACRS met with the applicant and the Commission's'

staff to discuss the operation of the core cooling systems that are provided
to mitigate the potential consequences of various piping failures in the primary
system.

As a result of: this meeting,

the applicant proposed several core cool

ing system piping modifications which- are discussed in the Fourth Supplement
provided on July 25, 1966.
11., August.4, 1966

-

The ACRS met with the applicant and the CommIission's

staff to complete the discussion of the safety of the *proposed facility.

Follow

ing the meeting, the ACRS reported its views of this proposed facility to the
Commission by letter dated, August 16, 1966,

a copy of which is

attached as

Appendix A.
A construction permit for the Indian Point Nuclear Generating Unit No.

2

would be the first step in the regulatory process which would continue through
out the lifetime of the facility.
the f aci-litty,

Prior to issuing an operating license for

the final design would. be-thoroughly evaluated by the Commission's

staff and ACRS to determine that all of the Commission's safety requirements
have been met.

The plant would then be operated only in accordance with the

Commission's regulations under the continued scrutiny of the Commlis"sion's .staff.
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11. Facility Design
Indian Point Unit No. 2 will be a 2758 megawatt. thermal '(Mt)pressurized
water facility with-an estimated gr Ioss e lectrical output of 916 'megawatts (Me).
Although the turbine has a calculated gross capacity of ' 1021 -Mwe, the 'applicant
states that operation above 916 MWe is not'- planned.

Thus, the-analyses presented

by the applicant are based on, the highest planned power 'level for this, 'facility.
The reactor will be fueled with uranium dioxide (U02 ) sintered pellets
sealed in 12-foot' long zircaloy fuel rods.

Each fuel :assembly'will contain

204 fuel rods, and the. reactor Core will consist of 193 fuel -assemblies.* The
active core will: contain -104 tons of U02 plus about 22 tons of zircaloy.

'The

nuclear core will be contained within a pre'ssure vessel designed for a pressure
of 2485, psig.

The primiary coolant will be circulated through the, nuclear core

and the four steam generators by four 90,000 gpm primary coolant pumps.
formed in the steam generators will, be piped to the turbine generator.

Steam
(Chapters

3 and '4 in the Report.)
The containment structure, within which the reactor Vessel, 'steam generators,
primary-coolant pumps, and other primary:-system equipment will be located, will
be a reinforced concrete structure which is similar in concept to the ,contain
ment vessel being constructed for the Connecticut Yar*,ee facility' at- Haddam
Neck, Connecticut.

The conta,inment 'is

designed to withstand 'the pressures and.

wouloccur in the unlikely event of a failure-of 'the largest
temperatures that.W
primary coolant, line_ and treanradioactive.

fiss ion products that might be.

released as a -conisequen&iice, 'ofthis as well As less-er accidents.. 'In View of the'
relatively high 'populat'io

density near the. site and the large size of the

reactor, the design objective of the containment 'Vessel 'i's to have negligible

outleakage under accident conditions.

,.This is

achieved. by apenetration: pressuri

zation system, a weld channel pressurization system,
system.

and a fluid line seal water

(Chapter 5 in the Report.)

An emergency cooling- system (Safety InjectionSystem) will provide borated
.water for immediate and continued cooling of the fuel assemblies in the unlikely;
event of any loss of coolant accident up to and including the rupture of the
largest primary coolant line.

In addition, the Containment Spray System and the

Air Recirculation System within the containment vessel Will provide for contain
ment depressurization b~y cooling the containment atmosphere and will remove
radioactive fission products which might be released from the fuel as a conse
quence of an accident.

(Chapter 6 in the Report.)

inasmuch as the applicant has provided extensive details concerning the.,
design of the facility in the Preliminary Safety Analysis Report, additional
detailed description of the facility design is not given in this. analys is.

~f.Site Characteristics
Chapter I of Volume I of the Report contains a comprehensive description
of the proposed site.

The following sections summarize the prominent features.

Population Distribution
The Indian Point site comprises 250 acres.-owned by the Consolidated Edison
Company of New York, Inc., and' is located on the eastern shore of the Hudson
River in Westchester County, New York.

The site is located 2.5 miles from the

center. of Peekskill, N.Y., and approximately 24 miles north of New York City.
the current Peekskill population is 19,000 with an anticipated growth to
30,000 by 1985.

The cumulative population-for 1960. and the anticipated growth

by -1980 in the vicinity of the 'site is as follows:
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Distance

1980

1960

.46

100

1

1,080

2,100

2

10,810

'20,900

3

29,630

5,2

4.

38,730

78,800

0.5 mi le

108,060.

553,040
10

155,510

312,640

15

326,930

670,210,

This distribution indicates a population density in the vicinity of the
proposed site as high as any considered heretofore.
The Comis sion's 'Regul ation, Reactor Site Criteria.' 10 CFR 100, provides
guidelines for the maximum permissible off-site doses under accident conditions
at the minimum exclusion distance (distance to the site boundary)

and the low

population distance. 'The guidelines also state that the 'distance to the nearest
boundary of the closest population center should be at least 1-1/3 times the
calculated low population distance.
The minimum exclusion distance for the Indian Point 2site is 0.32 miles.
Based on the population'distribution in the vicinityof the site, the staff
considers that the outer boundary of the low population zone is coincident with
'-the

nearest boundary of Peekskill, 0.7miles.

However, since the Applicant

has assumed a low population distance of only 0.67 miles, the staff used this
distance in its evaluation of potential off-site doses in the unlikely event of
a major loss-of-coolant accident.

As discussed in the "Accident Analysis"

-7section of this report,

our calculations indicate, that Part 100 Exposure

Criteria are satisfied.
Meteorology
The diffusion climatology-for the Indian Point site has been determined
by on-site measurements in conjunction with the .operation of Unit No. 1. The
meteorological information. included In the application has been reviewed by the
U. S. Weather Bureau..

It

concluded that, the. atmospheric. dispersion factors

used by the applicant for short-term and long-term accidental releases of
radoativtyare. realistic in view-of the meteorological conditions observed
at -the site. .Accordingly-,. these same atmospheric dispersion factors have -been
used by the staff in its evaluation of potential off-site doses.

The reports

.of the U. S. Weather Bureau are attached as Appendices B,
B-1, and B-2.
Geology and Hydrology
Review of the geology of. the- proposed site indicates 'that the prop osed
unit 2 will -be,located on limestone which has a bearing capability of up to 50
tons per square foot.

A typical maximum bearing-load 'for a facility such as

Unit 2 would not exceed 5 tons per square foot.- The limestone is jointed and
as such -is,
permeab le.

,Ground water f low is .toward: the river isince the ground

water table in the hills surrounding the site is at a high elevation.

Thus, any

leakage from the proposed'facility would travel toward the. river rather-than
toward existing'water supplies., The general nature of the bedrock indicates
that there are no unrelieved residual stresses :and there are no identifiable
geologic structures which could. be expected to localize faulting-in the
immnediate 'vicinity of the site.

The water :flow of the Hudson. River *in the vicinity :of -the -site: is con-.
trolled principally by tides.

The peak tidal flow is estimated at. 80 million

gallons per minute 80% of the time.

In the region of the river affected. by the

plant cooling water discharge, the flow:.is estimated to be 9-million gallons
per minute.

This Assures good mixing with: the cooling water. discharge- flow.

As with flow,

flooding, at the site' is influenced principally by tides.

The maximum flood height experienced at the'. site has been 7.4 feet which is
well below the basement elevation of*the proposed facility
In the unlikely event of an' accidental release of radioactive materials
tthe- river, it

is possible for the radioactivity to be transported' usra

to the Chelsea pumping station (distance

-

22-miles) by the tidal flow.

The

travel time to the pumping station would involve at least several tidallcyc'les
(probably more than 5) and many orders of magnitude dilution would occur.' The
long transit time would allow Ample time for monitoring the movement of the
radioactivity and 'to take appropriate corrective-action should it be ne'cessary.
Routine discharge of~ radioactivity into the river at the point-of discharge
will-not exceed the drinking water levels prescribed by 10 CFR Part 20.
The-United States Geological Survey was' requested by the AEC staff to
review the geological and hydrological aspects of the site.* Its' report is
attached as Appendixc C.
The Fish-and Wildlife*Service, Department of the. Interior, has also
reported on related. Aspects of -Indian Point Unit No. 2.

We have been advise

that the Service is of the opinion thatr
rdioactivity released to the river
during qperation of this facility would not be expected to have any adverse

effects on marine life in the river and that plans for control and dispersal
of radioactive liquid waste are adequate to protect fish and wildlife. in the.
vicinity of the proposed facility.
is attached as Appendix D.

The report of the Fish and Wildlife. Service

See also Appendix D-1, a letter from the Director

of Regulation to the Commissioner,

Fish7 and Wildlife Service,, stating that the.

Atomic Energy Commission has no juirisdiction *to consider thermal. and other non7
radiological effects' of licensed activities.
Sei smo logy
The U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey (USC&GS) has evaluated the seismicity:
of the area and has recommended that those components important to safety be.
designed to withstand an acceleration of 0.1-.g in the period range of 0.3-to
0.6.seconds without the loss of'function.

The applicant's seismic design

criterion conforms to the USC&GS recommendation.

The report of the USC&GS is

attached as Appendix F.

lVO Important Safety Considerations
Indian Point Unit No. 2 is similar in general design and operating objectives
to 'the Brookwood and Connecticut Yankee facilities in that each is a Westinghouse
design pressurized water facility contained in a reinforced concrete contain
ment vessel.

Each employs low enrichment U02 fuel rods in pelleted form, and

use - of rod cluster control in conjunction with boron chemical shim.

Al

re

generally similar in the means proposed to achieve normal stable 6perattiot
hold anticipated operating trasients to acceptable limits,

to'provIide emergency

cooling for the core and containment, and to'limit the consequences of credible
accidents.

>

-10However,, there: are a number of respects . in which this-: facility dif fers
'from, Brookwood and Connecticut.-Yankee, thetmore important.,of which are the
following:
1. The population distribution- in the vicinity of' the site for the Indian
.Point 2 -facility is higher than that of-the other facilities.

To compensate,

the applicant has proposed a containment and engineered, safeguards systems
which are more extensive than that provided at-facilities in'less populated
areas.
a.

The design objective of the containment vessel. is to have

negligible outleakage. under. accident conditions.
Penetration Pressurization System (PPS)

To meet this objective,. the

and the Isolation -Valve Seal Water

System' (IVSWS).have been provided to preclude outleakage at-.all containment
-locations

where leakage could be expected.: These potential; leakage paths'

include:
(1)

Containment liner seam welds .(PPS)..

(2). Electrical and piping penetrations (PPS).
(3) Personnel air locks." (PPS).
(4)

Ventilation purge-duct penetrations ,(PPS).

(5) Equipment do-or flange (PPS).'
(6).

Spent fuel transfer tube (PPS).

(7) Fluid-carrying pipes that enter the containment (IVSWS).,
b.

Even though negligible leakage under accident conditions is"

anticipated,..two independent means have been provided to remove the radioactive
airborne fission product, iodine, from the containment atmosphere.

These are

the Air Recirculation System using activated charcoal filters (also to be used

in Brookwood and Connecticut Yankee) and the Containment..Spray._System which, uses
sodium thiosuiphate in the spray water as. a reagent to-aid removal of elemental
forms of iodine.

A containment spray system is installed at-bothBrookwood and

Connecticut Yankee for containment cooling,.but the sodium thiosulphate additive
is not used.
c. A Safety Injection System with .more-flexibility than either the
Brookwood or Connecticut Yankee systems has been provided.

This system' con-

tains divided injection headers and additional injection points into the primary
system to provide increased reliabilitty.
d.

The components of the reactor core and containment cooling systems

required for long-term cooling following a major accident are all located
within the containment structure, thereby confining all radioactive water in the
containment building.

For both Brookwood and Connecticut Yankee the comparable

components are not within the containment structure.

See Criterion 18 for

further details.
2. The Indian Point fuel rods will operate at somewhat higher specific
power*(up to 20.7 kw/ft) and central fuel temperature (up to 4250 0F) than the
other facilities.

However, sufficient margin is provided with respect to these

parameters and significant fuel failure is not expected to occur under steady
state or transient conditions.
3.

This is discussed in more detail under Criterion 6.

The moderator temperature and void coefficients will be positive during,

a portion of the initial fuel cycle.

This results from the high-boron con

centration required, for this period of operation., These coefficients provide a
positive reactivity feedback under accident conditions, -and somewhat lessen
the safety margin provided by the negative Doppler coefficient.

Although anralyses

-12presently available indicate that operation in this manner for the-initial cycle
can be accomplished safely,

the staff will. "review this item ag'ain 'when' the

detailed design of the core is fixed.

If additional safety mar ,gin should be

required, mechanisms, such as solid burnable poison rods', are'av ailable to reduce
the coefficient.

This item is discussed further in Criterion 7.

4., Two pressurized water reactors will be located at'the *Indian Point site.
Our review has shown no-interaction-which could Affect the safe operation of the
two facilities.
5.

The Indian Point II facility will contain three 50% capacity emergency

* islgenerators to provide -power for the engineered safegua rds and other vital
equipment in the e-Vent of a complete loss of off-site-power.,
V. Conformance of Indian Point Nuclear Generating Unit No. 2 Design to Staff's
General Design Criteria
Design Criteria
The following safety analysis of Indian Point II has been organized under
the framework of the "General Design Criteria for Nuclear Power Construction
Permits" as published for comment by the Commission on November 22, 1965,
Criterion 1
Those features of reactor facilities which are essential to the prevention of
accidents- or to the mitigation of their. consequences must -be desig'ned, fabricated,
and erected to:
(a) Quality standards that reflect the importance of the safety function
'to'be performed.'" it should be recognized, 'in-this respect, that,
design codes commonly used for non-nuclear applications may not: be,:
adequate.
Three barriers which' pr event significant'release of-fission products from
the reactor fuel to the environment are incorporated in the Indian-Point II
design:

-131. The fuel element cladding provides the initial barrier and will be
designed considering the effect on zircaloy of hydrogen embrittlement, internal
fission gas pressure, thermal expansion, and uncertainties-in fabrication.

To

assure high quality, fuel rods will be subjected to chemical analysis, tensile
tests, corrosion tests, dimensional inspection, X-ray of welds, ultrasonic'
tests, and helium leak tests.
2.

The primary coolant system will be designed in accordance with applicable

codes; i.e., ASME Boiler and.Pressure Vessel Code, Section III', for the pressure
vessels, and the AS A Code for Pressure Piping, B 31.1 for the piping.

In the

case of the reactoz. vessel, which is being fabricated by Combustion Engineer
ing Company, the ap plicant has outlined in detail the quality control procedures,
the testing during fabrication, the acceptance testing, the capability for
periodic inspection, and the NDT shift surveillance program.

The applicant is

retaining the services of United States Testing Company, which will perform
independent checks to assure proper quality control during fabrication of the
reactor vessel.

The ACRS recommended that the design and fabrication te .chniques

for the entire primary system be further reviewed to-provide greater assurance
of highest system quality, and that in-service inspection possibilities and
detection of incipient trouble be carefully considered.

The staff will con

tinue to review these areas as the design and construction of this facility
proceeds.
The increase in the nil ductility transition (NDT): temperature with fast
neutron exposure over the service lifetime of the reactor vessel is one means
by which an increase in brittleness and susceptibility to failure can occur.
The design criteria for the Indian Point II reactor vessel is a maximum shift

-14of 275*F in NDT,
n/cm2 .

which corresponds to a fast neutron exposure of 3.7 x 10 19

The anticipated fast neutron exposure during the service life of the

vessel is estimated to be 0.85 x 1019 n/cm 2 , which corresponds to an .NDT
temperature shift of 160*F.

Thus, considerably less than the design fast

neutron exposure will be encountered during the -service life of the reactor
vessel.
The initial NDT will be measured on specimens of the reactor vessel base
material.

Subsequently, additional specimens of base material will be

irradiated in eight' specimen capsules located between the active core and the
reactor vessel wall.

'The fast neutron flux at the location of the capsules

will be higher than -that experienced by the reactor vessel wall.

Thus, the

specimens will be represelntative of the reactor Vessel at a later time in life;
The NDT of these specimens will be measured periodically.,
During fabrication 'of the reactor vessel, radiographic, ultrasonic,
magnetic particle,''and liquid penetrant examination's of'the material will be
conducted to assure- that the vessel meets acceptance standards.

The reactor

vessel head closure 'studs will also receive comparable inspections both during
fabrication and subsequently during refueling when the !studs are removed from
the vessel.
We believe that the'quality control and surviillanice programs for the
ratrvseoulne'd 'by the applicant are adequate, but that improved
methods of in-serv ce'inspecto

hc

would parallel as closely as is practi

cable the inspections given' to pressure vessels in-rnon-nuclear applications
should be developed'."'The applicant, as a member of t.he Empire States Atomic

-15
Development Associates (ESADA), is exploring possible methods to regularly
examine the pressure vessel for defects in body and cladding after installation
and service.
3.

The containment vessel will be designed and tested to conform to

applicable parts of the "Building Code Requirements for Reinforced Concrete"
(Ad '318-63).' The liner will be reinforced at. each penetration 'according to
the rules set forth in the ASME Code, Section VIII UG-36.

Quality control

aspects and final design details of the containment will be reviewed by the
.staff as they are developed.
4. An important adjunct to the containment vessel is the various
engineered safeguards.

These, too, will be designed in conformance with

appli.cab le portions of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code and the ASA
Code for.Pressure Piping.

The design function of the engineered safeguards is:

reviewed under Criteria 2, 10, 18'and .22.
The American Standards Association and the Institute of Electronic and
Electrical Engineers are actively engaged in the development of standards govern
ing the design, testing, and installation of reactor protection systems.

Some

AEC staff members are participating directly in this effort to ensure the
creation of quality standards and the proper implementation thereof.

Evaluation

of the Indian Point Unit No. 2 reactor protection system will be based on such
standards, as they are proposed or adopted.

(Section 5.1.2)

Based on the foregoing, we believe that Criterion 1(a) is satisfied.
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Criterion 1(b)
Those features of reactor facilities which are essential to the prevention of
accidents or to the mitigation of their consequences must be designed,
fabricated and erected to:
(b) Performance standards that will enable the. facility: to wi thstand,
without loss of the capability -to protect the public, the additional
forces imposed by the most. severe earthquakes, flooding conditions,. winds
ice, and other natural phenomena anticipated at the proposed site.
The effects of severe environmental conditions at the Indian Point II
site have been considered and taken into account in the 'design of those portions
of the facility important to safety.

As such, the containment vessel will be
coincident with the

designed to withstand a wind loading of 30 psf (110 mph)

temperature and pressure conditions associated with a major rupture of the
primary coolant system.

In addition, the containment vessel design criteria

will include expected ice and snow loading conditions.

As noted previously,

there is no flooding problem.
The applicant's proposed seismic design criteria, outlined below, are
in conformance with a maximum horizontal ground acceleration 'of 0.1g, which is
the design acceleration recomended by the U. S.Coast & Geodetic Survey, for
systems and structures important to safety., (Appendix D)

The seismic design

criteria for those components which are necessary for the safe, orderly shutdown,
of thefacility..(designated as Class I by the applicant),

are:

1. For the containment vessel:
a.

Stresses in all structural members shall not exceed 0.95 yield

under the combined dead load, 47 psig internal pressure (including the tempera
tures associated with this pressure) and. O.15g horizontal and 0.lg vertical
earthquake accelerations acting simultaneously.

-17b.

Stresses in all structural membeirs shall not exceed 0.95:yield.

with a 70.5 psig Accident. internal. pressure -(including the. temperature: associ
ated with this pressure).
2. All other structures and equipment important to safety shall remain
..
functional under the same loading conditions stated in (a) above.

For those

structures or components which are allowed to exceed yield, deformation 'shall
not exceed 0.4%.
A report by our seismic' design 'consultant, Nathan M. Newmark,
that the proposed seismic design criteria are adequate.

confirms

-This report is

Attached as Appendix E. .(Section.5.l; Supplement 2, Question 9; Supplement 3)
Based on the foregoing considerations,

we believe 'that Criterion 1(b) is

satisfied.
Criterion 2
Provi-sions 4must be included -to limit the extent-and the.-consequences of
credible chemical reactions that could 'cause-or materially augment the release
of- signif icant amounts of -fission products. from the facility..
There- are three potential chemical reactions which could augment'fission
product release from the containment After a loss-of-coolant accident by adding
eniergy'And ;thus, extending the. period of time that the containment would be
pressurized.

These-are:

-(1) zirconium-water reaction between the zircaloy

fuel cladding and steam present in the reactor vessel following a loss-of
coolant accidenit, (2) oxidation-of the hydrogen resulting from the zirconium
water reaction., and (3),combustion of the activated charcoal beds in the halogen
removal filters of the air recirculation system due to excessive temperatures
createdby decay.heat f rom the adsorbed f ission products.
To limit the extent of the zirconium-.water reaction and the availability
.ofhydrogen, which might oxidize, the facility is provided with safety injection

-18capability consisting of the following:
a)

Three-high-head safety injection pumps

b)

Two low-head safety injection pumps

c) Two residual heat removal pumps

-

-

-

400 gpm @ 25.00 ft.

3000 gpm @.280 ft.

3000 gpm @ 280 ft..

These pumps, in various-~combination depending upon the size of the primary
system rupture -inject borated water from the, refueling water storage tank-to
each of the hot and cold legs of the primary cooling system.

Following any

primary system- rupture' up to and. including a. double-ended break of the- largest
reactor coolant system pipe:, these. systems will be designed such that in the'
wobrst-case a significant metal-water reaction would not occur.

High concentration~z

of radioactive iodine on the halogen removal filter

plus failure of a recirculating fan after a major loss-of-coolant accident.
could result in temperatures in excess of the ignition temperature of the
charcoal bed.

If

the bed were to burn,

to'the,.containment.

the entrained halogens- would be released

To prevent such an occurrence, a dousing system will be

provided for each filter bank.
containment spray headers.

Each dousing system will receive water from the

The criteria for the number,

spray nozzles have not yet been specified,

flow and location of

but the stated design criteria is

that the system will maintain the filter surface wet.: Two temperature sensors
will be provided in each filter bank to sense. temperature increases in any
part of the bank.

If, a fan. should fail, the applicant has estimated that,.

depending on the ignition temperature assumed, filter ignition might occur'
within:100 seconds and that a containment pressure increase up to 15 psi in
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The dousing system will be designed to be started

manually by the operator within 60 seconds, which appears to'be'reasonable con
sidering the operations which must be performed.

Although many details are

not yet available, we believe that design of such a system is within the realm
of standard engineering practice, and thus in this respect.Criterion 2 is
satisfied.

In addition, we believe that the design criteria for the pro

posed Safety Injection System sat isfies Criterion 2,with regard to--potential
zirconium-water reactions and oxidation of accompanying hydrogen.
(Secti~on 12.2.3; Supplement 1, Questions 4a, b, c and 6)
,Criterion .3
Protection must be provided against possibilities for damage of the safeguard
ing features of the facility by missiles generated through equipment failures
inside the containment.
The applicant has stated .the criterion that the contai.nment, containment
liner, engineered safeguards and comp'onen .ts required to maintain containment
integrity shall be protected against loss of function due to damage by the
following missiles:
a) All valve stems up to and including the largest size to be used.
b)

All valves up to and including the largest size to be used.

c) Pieces of met Ial up to 6-inches thick.
d)' All valve-bonnets.
e) All instrument thimbles.
f)

-various type and sizes of nutsi and bolts.

g) Pieces of pipe up to'10-inch diameter striking broadside or end on.
h)

Complete control rod drive mechanisms.

i)

Reactor vessel head bolts.

-20Protection against these missiles will be provided, by either -surrounding
critical component,s with reinforced concrete or locating -the components behind
Irf

the massive polar crane support wall which surrounds the-primary system.

addition, a missile shield will be located above the control rod, drive housings.
Since the detailed design of this type of shield- is

in accordance with

standard engineering practice, we believe that the, missile shielding as out-,
lined above satisfies Criterion 3. '(Section 5.1.2; 'Supplement 1, Questions
19a, b)
Criterion 4
The reactor must be designed to accommodate, without fuel failure or primary
system damage, deviations from steady state norm that might be occasioned by
abnormal yet anticipated. transient events such'as tripping of the turbine
generator and loss of power to the reactor recirculation system pumps.
Operational transients will be safely accommodated in the Indian Point II
design by the proper sizing of system components and by the selection of
proper setpoints for the operation of system control and protective instrumenta
tion.

The plant has been designed to accommodate without fuel damage the

complete loss of pumping head in all four primary coolant loops and any 'loss
of load transient.
For loss of flow, the design will incorporate primary coolant pumps with
sufficient rotational inertia to provide for primary coolant flow coastdown.
Although DNB may occur during the transient coastdown condition, the power
level by then will be low enough so that clad failure will not occur.

The

reactor will be protected by low flow and low pumping power trips.
For loss of load from power levels greater than 50% the reactor power
will be automatically reduced by control rod motion.

Protection will be

supplied by a logic circuit which will cause the reactor to scram on unsafe
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combinations of power and primary pressure.

During final .design, these trans

ients will be analyzed using the positive moderator coefficient at the beginning
of core life and also using the negative moderator coefficient at the end of
core life.

The positive moderator coefficient will be experienced only during

a portion of the first core since high boron concentrations are required to
compensate for the high reactivity resulting from the core containing all
initially unirradiated fuel.

The Doppler coefficient, however, represents the

primary mechanism in terminating power transients.

The reactivity that can be

added by the positive moderator coefficient will be limited to low values both
in rate and in the total amount of insertion by the use of fixed burnable.
poison if final analysis of the first core indicates that added safety margin
is desired.

(Section 12.1; Supplement 1, Question 2)

On the basis of the information available, we believe that Criterion 4
is

satisfied.

Criterion 5
The reactor must be designed so that power or process variable oscillations or
transients that could cause fuel failure Ior primary system damage are not
possible or can be readily suppressed.
The applicant has analyzed the ability of the reactor control and protec
tion system to control the oscillations resulting from variation of coolant
temperature within the dead band of the temperature controller and from spatial
xenon oscillations.. Variations in average coolant temperature provide negative
feedback and thus the reactor is stable, during-.that portion of core life in
which the moderator temperature coefficient of reactivity is.negative.

When

the coefficient is positive, rod motion must compensate for the positive feed
back.

The applicant has calculated that the maximum power change associated
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Since the plant is'required

to follow ramp load changes of 5% per minute, this is well Within the capability
of the control system.
Spatial instability due'to xenon oscilla tions is a function of the
uniformity of core power distribution.

The applicant has stated that* the power

distribution for the first loading is such that the core will be stable early
in core life.

Partial insertion'of control rods will increase power peaking

and thus improve-core-stability.

However, as burnup progresses with control

rods'removed, axial flux 'Peaking is reduced.

'At the end of core life calcula

tions -indicate. that*'the'core may exhibit xenon oscillations with little or
no damping.

The appli cant'has stated that this 'Oscillation can be observed

by the out-of-core nuclear !,detectors, since the long ion 'chambers are'sub
divided into tipper and lower chambers.

In-core monitors are also available,

to more accurately measure flux asymmetry.

If observed, rod patterns, can be

adjusted to maintain ,the core within safe limits since the long oscillation
period provides time'f'or 'an assessment of the consequences of the, oscillation.
if necessary, power could be reduced or the reactor shut down to protect the
core.

The applicant intends' to continue studies of such instability.

Further

experimental information shoul qdbe available from the San, Ono fr e and
Connecticut Yankee-facil-ities by the time the Indian Point II

fa cility is ,to

operate.
The control system is designed to accep t 10 percenit step, load increasies'
and ramp increases of 5 percent per minulte between 15 percent and 100 percent
of normal-power:without 'reAc to r trip.

The 'plant is also.'designed t o s .afely

accommodate complete lossof electrical load 'from rated power.

In this case,
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the reactor will trip and secondary pressurizer safety valves would open for
brief periods to prevent overpressurization.
At the present time, there is little experience on operating pressurized
water reactors with positive or zero temperature coefficients of reactivity.
The limited experience to date has been derived at the SELNI reactor.

This

experience has~ provided support of the analytical techniques used to predict
moderator temperature coefficients in plants of this type.

In addition, prior

to startup of the Indian Point II facility, detailed information to verify
analytical techniques should be available from the San.Onofre reactor.
(Volume 2, Appendix C; Supplement 1, Question 1, Writeup 5, Question 14f)
We believe that the design and analysis performed for the reactor system
demonstrates that Criterion 5 is satisfied.
Criterion 6
Clad fuel must be designed to accommodate throughout its design lifetime all
normal and abnormal modes of anticipated reactor operation, including the
design overpower condition, without experiencing significant cladding failures.
Unclad or vented fuels must be designed with the similar objective of pro
viding control over fission products. For unclad and vented solid fuels, normal
and abnormal modes of anticipated reactor operation must be achieved without
exceeding design release rates of fission products from the fuel over core
lifetime.
The following cr iteria will be met by the fuel rods during anticipated
operational modes, including the overpower conditions,.assuming the worst
combination of instrument errors at any time during core life:
1. The minimum-departure from nucleate boiling ratio. (DNBR) as
determined by the.W-3.correlation will be .greater than or equal
to 1.3.
2. The maximum fuel center temperature will be below the melting
point of U09 using the Westinghouse Atomic Power Division design
curve for._t~emAl 'conductivity Of U02 'vs.. temperature.
3.

Stresses in the zirconium clad, will be'less, than the yield strength.
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Although these criteria insure fulfilling the requirements of Criterion 6,
we have extended our evaluation to inc ,lude an assessment of the safety margin
available before large numbers of fuel rods exceed' desi.gn limit atins'.
CriterionNo. 1 above, using the statistical W-3 DNB correlation,

For

a' detailed,

core power distribution, and the worst combination of instrument error 'at 'the
worst time in core life, we have calculated that 7 of 40,000 fuel rods 'would'
experience DNB at the applicant's assumed overpower condition (112% of full
power).

The number of rods which would conceivably fail at the overpower trip

is less than 0.03% of the total number oftrods in the core.

'It should be notd

that at DNB steam blanketing will occur and attendant high clad temperature
with local clad failure may result.

However, massive failure of fuel rods

will not occur.
In addition to the previous calculation, the staff performed an ',uncertainty"
analysis of the.DNB situation by arbitrarily. assuming~certain percentage errors
in primary coolant flow rate, radial flux peaking. factor, and DNB correlation.
(W-'3)..

Our results show that a 'rapid rise in. the number- of failed fuel rods

would not occur for the 112% overpower condition until large uncertainties in.
the factors mentioned above (up to 30%), are assumed.

In consideration of the

foregoing and the degree'of conservatism in the applicant's DNB calculation,
we do not believe there is

any.,reasonable basis for expecting uncertainties

which would result xinx~ large numbers of rods experiencing DNB.
For Criterion No. 2 Above, we have examined the WAPD thermal conductivity
Vs. temperature design curve and additional, data f or predicting f uel, melting
of fuel rods containing ,02 pellets.

Based on this examination, we concur

with the applicant that fuel, center melting will not occur for all anticipated
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We have also investigated the possibility of uncertain

ties in this calculation and have found that the probability of substantial
center fuel melting is very small.
For Criterion No. 3 above, a design criterion is that the internal gas
pressure within the fuelrodsl due to the expected equilibrium burnup will1 be
less than nominal external pressure throughout core life.

This insures that

the clad stresses are below those at the beginning of core life and that the
yield strength of the zirconium will not be exceeded at operating conditions.
(Section 3.2.2; Supplement 1, Question 5)
Based on the foregoing, we believe that Criterion 6 is satisfied.
Criterion 7
The maximum reactivity worth of control rods or elements and the rates with
which reactivity-can be inserted must be held to values such that no single
credible mechanical or electrical control system malfunction could cause a
reactivity transient capable of damaging the primary system or. causing
significant fuel failure.
The reactor will contain 53 cluster control assemblies having a total
reactivity worth of 0.07 delta k/k.

The control drive mechanisms will be of

the magnetic latch type so designed that withdrawal speed willl be limited to
a maximum of 15 inches per minute, which the applicant states corresponds to
a maximum reactivity insertion rate of about 2 x 10-4 delta k/sec.

The reactor

overpower and variable low pressure protective systems will be set to terminate
any excursion caused by such an accidental rod withdrawal before core damage
is incurred.

The rod control system is designed to be immune to a si ngle

electrical failure which would cause withdrawal of the control rods in excess
of the above rate.
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since each control rod drive housing will be proof tested to 6300.psi prior to
operation, the selection of control rod groupings will limit the highest worth
rod to a value such that if it were ejected, the resultant calculated fuel
temperature during the excursion would be sufficiently low to prevent gross
fuel dispersion in the coolant and would not cause an exces'sive pressure rise
within the primary system.

Additional analyses of the sensitivity of thi s

accident to the positive moderator coefficient will be performed by the Appli
cant when final core and control rod parameters are es -tablished. These studies
will be reviewed by the staff prior to reactor operation to determine the need
for limiting the positive moderator coefficient.

If necessary, means are

available, such as the use of solid burnable poisons, to suitably'limit the
moderator coefficient.

(Section 12. 1. 1; Supplement 2-,-Question 6)'

We believe that the foregoing satisfies Criterion 7.
Criterion8
Reactivity shutdown capability must be provided to make and hold the core
subcritical from any credible operating condition with any one control 'element
at its position of highest reactivity..
The maximum excess reactivity expected for the Indian.Point II core is
0.275 and occurs at the cold, clean condition at the begi-nning of life of
the initial core.

This excess reactivity will be controlled by a combination

of control rods and soluble neutron absorber (boron).

A total of 53 Rod

Cluster Control (RCC) Assemblies are provided with a ,to~tal worth of 0.107.
The remaining excess reactivity will be controlled by boron chemical shim.
These RCC assemblies are divided into two categories, a control group
and a shutdown group.

The control group, used in combination with chemical
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at power conditions.

This group of RCC 'assemblies is used to compensate for

short-term reactivity changes at power that might be produced due to variations
in reactor power requirements or in coolant temperature.

The chemical shim

control is used to compensate for the more slowly occurring changes in
reactivity throughout core life such as those due to fuel depletion and fission
product buildup.
The shutdown group is provided to supplement the control group of RCC
assemblies and to hold the reactor subcritical by at least 0.01 following
trip from any credible operating condition to the hot, zero power condition
assuming the most reactive RCC assembly remains in the fully. withdrawn position.
The boron injection system is available to maintain the reactor sub
critical during cooldown and when cold.
Criterion 9.

This injection system is discussed in

(Section 3.2.1, 7.2)

In our opinion the proposed design satisfies Criterion 8.
Criterion 9
Backup reactivity shutdown capability must be provided that is independent
of 'normal reactivity control provisions. This system must have the capability
to. shut, down the reactor from any operating condition.
The Chemical and Volume Control System (CVCS)

which injects borated

water via the charging system into the primary system provides a redundant
reactivity control mechanism which is

independent of the control rods.

Any

time the plant is at power, the quantity of boric acid ready for injection
will always exceed the quantity required for a normal cold shutdown.

Boric

acid can be pumped from .the boric acid tanks by either of two boric acid pumps
to the suction of either of two charging pumps..which will inject into the

primary system.

Boric acid can be injected by one pump at a rate which will

shut the reactor. down in less than fifteen minutes with no rods inserted.
Assuming no control rod motion following shutdown, sufficient boric acid will
be available to bring the reactor to cold shutdown conditions and to compensate
for xenon decay.

(Section 9.1; Supplement 1, Question 2)

On the basis of the above, we believe that the intent of Criterion 9 is
satisfied.
Criterion 10
Heat removal systems must be provided which are capable of accommodating core
decay' heat under all' anticipated abnormal and credible accident conditionsI
such as isolation from the main condenser and complete or partial loss of
primary coolant from the reactor.
For failures that'result in the loss of primary coolant, .the 'safety
injection system is provided to limit potential core damage following primary
system piping failures of all sizes.

The system contain's three high-head

pumps and four low-head pumps'that deliver borated safety 'injection water from
the refueling water stor'age tank (capacity

-320,000

main cold--and hot-lIeg pipes near the reactor- vessel.:

gallons) to each of the
This sys,tem, which is

also provided to limit possible zirconium-wateir reaction, is also discus'sed
under Criterion 2.'
Protecti-on 'against -small pipe failures is prvddbthhi-ea

pumps.

For such failures, the reactor system would depressurize s lowly and -the high
head pumps would prevent the:core from becoming' completely uncovered.

The

remaining- coolant would provide continuous cooling of the f uel' rods :and core
integrity would be- maintainxed.
These pumps deliver 'the safety' injection water into two headers (each pump
capacity is 400 gpm'at 2500 ft.) which each inject into,!two of the cold-leg
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pipes (total of 4 pipes).

One high-head pump is connected to each header and

the third pump is arranged so it can deliver to either header.

The high-head

pumps are located in the primary auxiliary building and the headers are within
the containment, but are protected by the polar crane support wall from
possible missiles generated by failure of components in the primary system
(see Criterion 3).

This system is redundant in pumps, headers, and injection

points into the primary system, and provides essentially two independent means
of inject ing borated water into the reactor vessel in the event of small pipe
failures.
Protection against large piping failures is provided by the low-head
For such a failure the primary system would be depressurized and

pumps.

voided of coolant rapidly (about 10 seconds)

and a high flow rate would be

required to quickly re-cover the exposed fuel rods and limit possible core
damage.

To achieve this objective, two low-head safety injection pumps and two

residual heat removal pumps have been provided.

The characteristics of these

pumps are similar; each delivers 3000 gpm at 280 feet.

Each of these pumps

delivers the borated safety injection water to two headers that are missile pro
tected.

Each header injects the water into all four hot-leg pipes near the

reactor vessel., As discussed with the high-head system, the number of pumps,
headers,-injection points, and general system arrangement provides essentially
two independent means of injecting borated water into the reactor vessel in
the event of large primary coolant system failures.
Because the reactor vessel would-be rapidly voided of coolant following
large piping failures, the fuel pellets and the-fuel'rod cladding temperatures
would increase until a significant volume of water could be injected into the
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The applicant originally stated in the Report

that a 5% zirconium-water reactor could occur if two of the three diesels pro
vided were available to power the pumps of the safety injection system.
However, more recent calculations have indicated that a zirconium-water reaction
of about 10% might occur under the same conditions.

Under these circumst ances,

about 20% of the fuel pellets would be exposed and could fall to the bottom
of the reactor vessel.

In our opinion, this amount of core damage would appear

to be excessive, even though calculations indicate that, the integrity of the
pressure vessel would not be jeopardized.
In consideration of.,the, foregoing, the ACRS has recommended, and the
staff agrees, that the flow capacity of the safety injection system should be
increased and/or improvements should be made in other, system characteristics,
such as pump discharge pressure.

In addition, the. forces to be expected

within the reactor vessel in the event of primary system failures must be'
carefully examined to ensure that the capability of the safety injection system
is not impaired under tihese extreme conditions.

We believe that these matters

can be resolved during construction of the facility.
* As a backup to the safety injection system, the applicant has proposed
a magnesium oxide-linedmetal vessel located wi thin, the containment near the
bottom of the reactor cavity., into which the core would fall should melt-through
of the reactor vessel occur.

This vessel would provide additional as surance

that containment intpgrity would be maintained following a serious reactor
accident.

Design details of the crucible and their theoretical and experimental

bases will be reviewed by the staff as they are developed.
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For situations that do not involve failure of the primary system, such
as a complete loss of power to the main coolant pumps, the energy in the
primary system can be safely dissipated by natural circulation of the primary
water through the steam generators.

A steam-driven pump is provided which

would supply sufficient cooling water to the steam generators from the con
densate storage tank' to maintain water level above the tube sheet.

This tank

will contain a minimum su pply of water equivalent to steam generation from
24 hours of decay heat removal at hot shutdown conditions.
of water are available if

Additional sources

required.

For condiltions wherein the primary system pressure has been reduced
below about 100 psi, the residual heat removal system can transfer decay heat
to the component cooling loop which in turn transfers it to the service water
system and thence to the river.

(Section 6.2.2., 9.2; Supplement 1, Question 18;

Supplement 2, Question 2; Supplement 3, Question 9; Supplement 4, Part 3;
Supplement 5, Part 1)
In view of the foregoing, we believe that the cooling systems proposed can
be designed to satisfy Criterion 10.
Criterion 11
Components of the primary coolant and containment systems must be designed and
operated so that no substantial pressure or thermal stress-will be imposed on
the structural materials unless the temperatures are well above the nil
ductility temperatures. .For ferritic materials of the coolant envelope and
the containment, minimum temperatures are NDT + 60*F and NDT + 30*F, respectively.
The applicant has stated that he will specify a design transition
temperature for the vessel which will be a minimum of NDT + 60*F at all times.
The vessel will be designed to permit an MDT shift of 275*F, which corresponds
to an integrated fast neutron flux exposure of 3.7 x 1019, the anticipated fast
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neutron exposure is 0.85 x 1019 n/Cm2 .

Operation below the design transition

temperature will be limited with respect to pressure by vessel stress criteria.
An equivalent pressure limit will also be included to compensate for thermal,
stresses during vessel heatup or cooldown.
A surveillance program will be conducted to experimentally determine
radiation induced damage in,pressure vessel material as a function of irradiation.
(See Criterion la)
The applicant has- stated that the containment vessel will be designed so
that it is not suscep,ible to a low~ltemperature brittle -failure. It should be
noted that the NDT +,30*F criterion was not intended for ,prestressed or rein
forced concrete containment vessels,

Based upon our review of the proposed

design of the containment and the advice of our consultants,- we believe that
there will be no poten'tial low temperature brittle, failure problem for the
containment.

(Section. 4.1i; Supplement 1, Question 3).

We therefore believe .that Criterion111 ist'sat-isfid'
Criterion 12
Capability for control rod insertion under abnormal conditions must be provided.
The Indian Point II reactor will utilize a rod cluster control system
(RCC),

which consists' of' 20 control' rods per

cluster..

Each cluster is pro

vided with a magnetic latch-type control rod 'mechanismwhich all Iows the cluster
to fall by gravity on loss of magnet power.

There is no rod drive-down

capability provided. 'All components of this system are considered Class I for,
seismic design purpos'es. 'The individual rods are fully guided above and in the
core region.

Extensive experiments with the RCC system have demonstrated that

there is sufficient clearance, 'even if considerable misalignment of guide tubes
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These-experiments have demonstrated

that the RCC system is mechanically feasible for use in reactor systems.
Should it become impossible to insert any of the RCC assemblies, the
reactor could be made subcritical by use of the boron injection system as dis
cussed in Criterion 9.

(Section 3.2.3; Supplement 1, Question 14b)

We believe,,that the intent-of Criterion 12,is satisfied by the'proposed
design.
Criterion 13
The'reactor facility must be provided with a control room from which all actions
can be controlled or monitored as necessary-to maintain safe operational status
of the plant at all times. The 'control room must be provided with adequate
protection to permit occupancy under the conditions described in Criterion 17
below, and with the means to shut down the plant and maintain it in a safe
condition if such accident. were to be experienced.
The control room will be equipped with the controls and instrumentation
necessary to operate the reactor and turbine generator- under'normal and accident
conditions,, and. the controls and instrumentation of other plant variables which.
require constant operator' at tention. -All
from the control room.

engineered safeguards* can'-be operated

En addition, those instruments required to monitor the

post-accident containment environment and proper operation of required systems
are also displayed in the control. room.

These monitors include containment

pressure, activity level, sump levels, safety injection pump discharge pressures,
valve positions, and heat exchanger temperatures.
The shielding provided by the containment structures of Units I and II
is sufficient to limit the infinite thyroid and whole body doses to 3.0 and
1.5 rem, respectively, following the postulated maximum accident in either
facility.

These calculations are conservative in that additional shielding
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(Supplement 1, Question 17)
Based on the above, we believe that Criterion 13 is satisfied.
Criterion 14
Means must be included in the control room to show the relative reactivity
status of the reactor such as position indication of mechanical rod-s or
concentrations of chemical poisons.
Rod position indication is available from each of the 53 rod cluster
control assemblies and -is displayed in the control room.
tions of-primary coolant ,temperature,,

.In

addition, indica

coolant.pressurej coolant flow, -and

neutron. flux are -also available to . the, operators.

These- collectively provide

the operator with information on the reactivity status of the,. reactor.
Although boron concentration in -the primary system is not continuously
monitored or displayed,, periodic samples of primary water, .will be taken -for,
analysis of boron content.

Since the effect of changes-in boron concentration

will be reflected in the parameters listed above which are. readily available.
to the operator in the control. room, we. do not believe continuous. boron moni
toring is-necessary.

(Section 7.2; Supplement 1, Question 2).

Based on the foregoing, we believe Criterion 14 is satisfied.
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A reliable reactor protection system must be provided to automatically
initiate appropriate action to prevent safety limits from being exceeded.
Capability must be provided for testing functional operability of the system
and for determining that no components or circuit failure has occurred. For
instruments and control systems in vital areas where the potential consequences
of failure require redundancy, the redundant channels must be independent and
must be capable of being tested to determine that they remain independent.
Sufficient redundancy-must be provided that failure or removal from service
of a single component or channel will not inhibit necessary safety action
when required. -These criteria. should, where applicable,, be satisfied by the
instrumentation associated with containment closure and isolation systems,
after heat removal and core cooling systiems,. systems to prevent cold-s lug
accidents, and other vital systems, as well as the reactor nuclear and process
safety system.
All nuclear and process system parameters capable of scramming the
reactor will be monitored by redundant instrumentation.
with such instruments drive relays,

Amplifiers associated'

the contacts of which are connected,

through three complete and independent logic, chains which open the two redundant
scram breakers.

Two of these chains are energized during a scram condition

and respectively actuate the shunt trip coils of the two breakers.

The ,third

chain is de-energized during scram and is connected to the, two undervoltage
coils (wired in parallel) of the breakers.

Further,

two contacts on each

breaker interrupt both sides of the DC lines feeding the rod mechanisms.. Thus,
each logic chain is independently capable of scramming the reactor.
The proposed protection system is redundant and immune to individual faults
occurring at the instrumentation, logic circuits ,and scram breakers.
systems,

in terms of partial. or complete loss of electric power,

Fail-safe

are inherent

in the proposed design.
The manual scram switch has three contacts, two of which respectively
apply voltage directly to the shunt trip coils.

The third-contact interrupts
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Thus, no single circuit fault can disable th e m.anual

scram function.
Coincidence as well as redundancy is used throughout the protection system.
Thus, there is capability for testing, 'atleast up to the -logic 'chains.
are no provisions, for testing, the logic chains and breakers at -power.

There
Periodic

testing of these features with. the reactor shttdown will be required.'
The containment isolation signal is derived from three pressure sensors
(2/3 logic).

The circuitry following these sensors will be fail-safe with

respect to voltage-and/or instrume.nt air loss.

-We understand that revisions

are being made to the applicant's criteria which will require that, in some
cases, isolation be accomplished by two automatic valves.

We also understand

that the circuits actuating such valves will be independent and immune to
single failures.
Safety injection signals will be derived from a coincidence of pressurizer
low-level (2/3 logic) and pressurizer-low-pressure (2/3 logic) signals.
associated circuits are redundant and immune to single failures.
*circuits fail safely

:The

The sensor,

i.e., they call for safety injection, in the event the

instruments are carried away by an accident.

Voltage loss at certain of the

circuits will preclude, rather than initiate, injection.
*feature intended to prevent inadvertent injection.

This is

However,

a design

manual actuation

capability 'Willbe provided..
The

applicant

has

stated:

"The

principal

design and layout is that all controls,

criterion

of

control

station

instrumentation displays and, alarms

required for the safe operation and'shutdown'of 'the. plant are readily' available
to the operators in the control room,

The applicant has not specified which
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that the control station design and layout can be made to conform to the
applicant's criterion which is acceptable.

(Section 7; Supplement 1, Question 14)

We have concluded that the applicant's criteria are in accord with'
Criterion 15.
Criterion 16
The vital instrumentation systems of Criterion 15' must be designed so that no
credible combination of circumstances can interfere with the performance 'of
a safety function when it is needed. In particular, the effect of influences
conmmon to redundant channels which are intended to be independent must not
negate the operability of a safety system.
The effects of gross discon~nection
of the system, loss of energy (electric power, instrument air), and, adverse
environment (heat from loss of instrument cooling,'extreme cold, and fire,
steam, water, etc.) must cause the system to go ,into,.its safest state (fail
safe) or be demonstrably tolerable on some other basis.
Complete loss of AC voltage will initiate reactor scram through circuits
within the, instrumentation which' trip when their respective channels are
de-energized.

Loss of DC voltage de-energizes the' rod coils directly.

A voltage loss at the logic circuits feeding, the scram breakers will-scram
the reactor via the undervoltage coils.

The containment isolation circuits

downstream of the pressure sensors will fail safely in the event of voltage
loss.

*Loss of instrument air at containment isolation valves will,.in most cases,

drive them to the "close" position.

(Exceptions are valves which must remain

open temporarily under accident conditions) .
Also of concern are the potential adverse effects of fires originating
in the control and safety system wiring and/or within the control room 'itself
In our opinion, a direct, analytical safety analysis relating to the .pos.s ib ii ty
of reactivity excursions resulting from such fires is, in practice, impossible
due to the random nature of fire damage and the nearly infinite variety of

-38possible- circuit faults (some "unsafe," some "safe"), which. could result.
However, we believe that the natural complexity of reactor :con trol and safety
* systems coupled with a redundant,

fail-safe design firmly based on -applicable

criteria, accepted codes, etc., constitutes the best defense against serious
fire-induced accidents.
In this connection, a literature search was conducted with the assistance
of the' 'computer facilities at the Nuclear Safety Information Center (NSIC)
at Oak Ridge National Laboratory, to study the historical record of such
excursions.

NSIC has informed .us that they were unable to find any records

of incidents involving reactor damage as a result of firea-induced excursions.
(Section 7; Supplement 1, Question 14)
Based on the foregoing considerations,

we believe that Criterion 16 'is

satisfied.
Criterion 17
The containment structure, including access openings and penetrations, must
be designed and fabricated to accommodate or dissipate without failure the
pressures and temperatures associated with the largest credible energy release
including the effects of credible metal-water.,or other chemical reactions
uninhibited by active quenching systems. If part of the primary coolant system
is outside the primary reactor containment, appropriate safeguards must be pro
vided for that part if necessary, to protect-the health and safety of the
public,1 in case of an accidental rupture in that part of the system. The
appropriateness of safeguards such as isolation valves,! additional containment,
etc., will depend on environmental and population conditions surrounding the
site.
The Indian Point II containment vessel is:.similar to that of the
Connecticut-Yankee vessel in that it is a totally reinforced concrete vessel
with cylindrical walls, a flat base (with sump pit), and a hemispherical-dome.
The cylindrical walls are 4.5 feet thick below grade and taper to 3.5 feet
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thick where the dome' joins tewall.. The dome is also 3.5 feet thick.

The

free voluiie of the: cont4 nment vessel is .2.6-million cubic feet,. an'd .the
design pressure of, 1Ib vessel is 47 psig.
Tho

an~nt design criteria relative to material stresses are expressed

in terms o f I oid factors..above design loadings and are discussed in Criterion
1(b)..

Thiapproach provides assurance that the containment will be designed

considering the pressures and temperature associated with a major loss-of-coolant
accident acting simultaneously with the maximum earthquake.or wind loading.
Of particular importance in assuring a leak-tight vapor container is,the
method of securing the liner to the concrete so that excessive stresses will
not cause increased leakage.

All1 portions of the linerand especially those

in the vicinity of penetrations, will be designed to consider the-effects of
all temperature, pressure, and earthquake loads.. Our structural design con
sultants, Drs. N. M. Newmark and W.. J. Hall have considered the design of the
containment structure in their report (see Appendix E) and have concluded that
the principal structure and components designed for containment,

and the

other essential parts of the facility, will provide an adequate margin of safety
for seismic motions.
In the Indian Point II design, the recirculation loop of-the engineered
safeguards system to be used for long-term cooling following a loss-of-.
coolant accident is located entirely within the containment vessel.

Operation

of this loop is requi red after all of the borated water from the refueling
water storage tank has been pumped into the containment vessel as containmentii
spray or core injection water.

This water will collect in the pit below the

reactor vessel and small sumps near the edge of the containmentp.

It

will be
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pumped by low-head safety Iinjection pumps through the residual heat"1'exchangers
located within the containment.

Af ter cooling,

the b6ratdd water- can -be'.

directed back into the reactor vessel to remove core-'decay-heat obesprayed',
into the containment vessel to effect pressur e reduction as* neces sa ry. ",i,11though
provision. is miade' in the design to circulate sump water: ouitside 'the. conit.inhnt
with* the residuall heat removal pumps , such action would be req4uired only if ,
(1) a small lea has occurred in the primary system and waternmust betrecirculated
through the high-head'safety injection pumps after the refuieling' water storag
tank is empti ed (in, this' case, 'the fission product inventory -of the spilled
coolant will be low since significant fuel failures should* not' have occurred),
or"(2) the redundant components of the internal recirculation loop have failed.
In order to determine the adequacy of the containment structure. and:
associated engineered safeguards to accommodate the pressures associated with
the largest credible energy release resulting from rupture of the largest.
primary coolant system pipe, the applicant presented -studies of "the containment
pressure after an assumed loss-of -coolant accident.

These studies considered

all credible energy sources available and a variety of si~tuations including
cases where (1) all components of the safety injection system, containments
spray, and fan-coolers operate, (2) no engineering safeguards operate,
(3) safeguards are driven by two of the three emergency diesel generators,
(4) delayed initiation of safety injection occurs With and !without some
engineering safe-guards in-operation, and (5) delayed hydrogen burning is
assumed.

The calculated

ietal-water reactions ranged from 1% for case (1) to

43% in'2'300 seconds for* case (2).

Bas~ed on' the foregoing as.well as independent

calculations using simplified assumptions, 'the staff has concluded:
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1.

With one containment cooling system operating (all five cooling-fans

or bot h containment spray pumps), the containment can tolerate (internal pressure
will not exceed 47 psi) the assumed metal-water reaction that would result if.
the safety injection system were inoperable if hydrogen is burned'as'produced.
2. With two containment cooling systems operating (all five cooling-fans
and both containment spray pumps), the containment can tolerate (pressure will
not exceed 47 psi) the calculated metal-water reaction that would-result if.
the safety injection system were inoperable, if delayed hydrogen burning occurs.
Because of mixing and stoichiometric requirements, complete delayed
hydrogen burning is highly improbable.

In addition, it is reasonable to

assume that the safety injection system would limit the metal-water reaction
below the rate assumed for evaluation purposes.
In summiary., the staff believes that the Indian Point II containment and
engineered safeguards are sufficient in capacity and redundancy to limit the
maximum credible pressure of the containment to the design value of 47 psig
following a major loss-of-coolant accident, and thus we believe that
Criterion 17 is satisfied.

(Section 5, 12; Supplement 1.,Question 4;

Supplement 2, Questions 2, 7)

-
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Criterion 18
containtment-V
Provisions .must be'made for the removal of heat from within thei
under the_
structure
the
of
integrity
structure as necessary to maintain the
are'
'safeguards
engineered
If
above.
.17conditions described in'Cri-terion
under'such
heat-released
to
due
failure
needed to prevent containment vessel
of
conditions,-at least two independent sys tems must be, -provided,%preferably.
such
tol
systems)
power
and
water
different principles. Backup equipment (e.g.
engineered, safeguards. must. also -be: redundant.
Twoindependent heat. removal systems! of-different principles,

each capable,

the.
in itself of maintaining contai~nment pressure below 47 'psig,'are provided-in
Indian Point-II de'signo

These are:. (1). the air recirculation system, and

(2) the containment spray sy.st'em., (Another-heat removal system,

safety.-injection

to the core, is provided to prevent core meltdown and limit the6 metal-water
reaction, but is assumed to'be inoperable in sizing the' containment depressui-_
zation system components).
fans
The air recirculation system consists of five motor driven centrifugal
and cooling coil as'semblies which will be provided to recirculate and cool
when
the containment air during normal power operation, during any other time
the containment vessel is closed,, and' durinig an 'accident'.

Each of the five

a cooling' coil,

a roughing filter,

ventilation units consists of a demister,

an absolute filter, a fan and a charcoal filter in that order.,
conditions each unit will have A capacity of 65,000 cfm.

Under accident'

The charcoal filter

is normally by-passed; but when the filter mode is required under accident
charcoal
conditions,.motor operated'louvers will automatically direct flow to the
by.-pass
filtezs*.'Simultaneous operation of two butterfly valves 'inthe filter
lines is also required.

In this'-mode the containment atmosphere is cooled and,

radioactive halogens are 'absorbed on the charcoal..

-
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Normal containment temperature, about 100-12000 FS is maintained during full
power operation with some of the air recirculation cooling systems in'service0
The ventilation system will be designed for continuous operation without :inter.
ruption during and following the loss of all primary-coolant and duringlall
postulated subsequent 'energy additions 'to the containment vessel,-.

If electrical

power to the site is lost, the diesel generators may be used to power these units.
The fan motors are designed to operate continuously under accident-conditions of
about.271 0Fin a steam-air mixture with a density of 0.175 lb/cu. ft. at 47
psig for 48 hours and for 10 days at 5-10 psig conditions.,

In addition,

each

unit could operate under a pressure of 70.5 psig and a temperature of 2980F for
one hour.

Each of the five Ventilation cooling system units

removing more than 72,000,000 BTU/hr..

i.s capable of:

Five air recirculation cooling units

operating alone would limit the maximum containment pressure following -the major
loss of coolant accident to less than 47 psig as discussed in Criterion 17.
The ventilation ducts and equipment will be protected from missiles, are
located in positions within the -containment to achieve good mixing, and are
'located away from the primary'system.

The system will be designed to withstand

the sudden release of' the primary system energy'and energy from chemical reactions
without failure due to shock or pressure waves.

This is accomplished through the,

use of dampers along the ducts which would open at slight' overpressure.
The containment spray system, an"independent backup of different principle
than the fan-cooler units, will be designed to reduce containment pressure and
remove Iodine from the containment atmosphere by a washing action.

Sodium thio

sulf ate will be'-in the spray water to improve retentioh~of iodine in the water.
The criterion for heat removal capacity with both spray pumps operating is to be
at least equivalent to the heat removal capacity of five fan-cooler units..

-
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Water will be pumped by two containment spray pump,

at the raeo.2,600 g

each from the refueling water storage tank, which holds 320,000,.gallons of 3,000 gpm
borated water, through separate lines to two spray headers within the-containment
vessel.
it

The spent hot spray water will collect in the containment sumps.

If.

Is necessary to continue containment spray after the borated water supply is

exhausted,

the water can be drawn from the. containment sump by low-head safety,

injection pumps and passed through the residual heat exchangers for cooling..
The foregoing components-are located inside the containment-vessel.

After

cooling, the water can be directed back through the containment spray headers.
The capacity of each residual heat exchanger is sufficient to maintain the con
tainment pressure below 47 psig after the refueling water storage tank is emptied.
If multiple component failures occur in the internal recirculation loop, spray
can still be effected by the backup residual heat pumps.1located outside the
containment.
The service water system provides cooling water to the air-reci~rculation.
units and to the component cooling loop Which in turn cools the residual heat.
exchangers in the safety injection system.

Six electric-motor-driven centrifugal

pumps will take suction directly from the river and di-scharge in triplicate to two
service water headers which supply water to separate lines to the cooling
component headers.

The service water headers for each safeguard system.(ie.,

fan-cooler or component cooling heat exchanger) is-valved so. that half of each
system is on each of the two headers.

The capacity of any two of the service

water pumps will be sufficient to supply the entire requirement for cooling water
of the containment'air coolers and the component cooling heat .exchanger during a
major loss of primary coolant accident and recovery.*. These pumps can be operated
using electrical power from any two of the three auxiliary diesel-generators,
if required.

-
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Cooling between the residual heat exchangers and the service' water system
is provided by the component cooling system.

This is a riedundantf system and

can be supplied with emergency power.
With regard to the long term heat removal requirements and'capabi'lities,
we have considered the following, (1) at given times after the accident, what
cooling equipment must operate, and (2) at given times after the accident, how
much time is available before design pressure of the containment vessel is
exceeded if

this cooling equipment becomes inoperable.

Since the heat removal

capability of a fan-cooler is approximately 20,000 BTU/sec at 47 psig, one
cooler'9 heat removal capability is equal to the decay heat generation of the
fuel at 16 hours after 'the accident,
at 1/2 hour after the accident.

two coolers'

Thus,

at 2 hours and three coolers'

within one day following the accident

only a single fan-cooler must operate to balance heat transfer into the con
tainment vapor phase.

If safety injection and the associated residual heat.

removal system Is assumed to function,

this equipment alone will adequately

remove all core decay heat, and operation of the fan-coolers or containment
spray would not be required.

It would require approximately 400 days following

the major loss-of-coolant accident before the containment structure would be
capa~le of transferring the decay heat produced by the core to the environment
without benefit of some active safeguards.
If one assumes all cooling equipment becomes inoperable,

the time available

before exceeding the containment design pressure depends on the time after the
accident and on the containment pressure at the' time .of loss of the equipment.
The following table suninArizes the allowable time for outage of all'heat

-
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removal equipment as a function of time after the major- loss-of-coolant accident,
and illustrates the importance of availability of cooling equipment for
extended periods after the accident.
Long Term Heat Removal Requirements
Time After Accident at which
Cooling Equipment becomes
Inoperable, Days

Time Requi~red to.Reach Contain
Design Pressure, Hours

.,ment

*Starting
0
1
10
30

2,6

,.

Point, psig
"JO,

30

4_

1

82

.12

.18

12

,,3

Based on the foregoing considerations, we believe the -safeguard systems.
provided are of. sufficient redundancy and capacity to assure containment
integrity under all crdible circumstances,

and that Criterion 18 is satisfied.

(Sections 5.3, 6.2;. Supplement 1, Questions 6,. 8: Supplement 2,

Quest ion 3)
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Criterion 19
The maximum integrated leakage from the containment-structure under the con
ditions described in Criterion 17 above must meet the site exposure criteria
set forth in 10 CFR 100. The containment structure must be. designed so that
the containment can be leak tested at least to design pressure conditions
after completion and installation of all penetrations, and the leakage. rate
measured over a-suitable period to verify its conformance with required per
formance. The plant must be designed for later tests at suitable pressures.
The design objective of the Indian Point 11 containment is to have negligible
leakage under all credible accident conditions.

Since most containment leakage

paths occur at the penetrations, a-penetration pressurization system will be,
installed to preclude leakage of the containment atmosphere At these locations.
This system provides a pressurized zone at each penetration liner weld that is
maintained at a pressure of about 50 psig which is slightly above the containment
design pressure.

Pressurized zones are also provided f or the containment liner.

seam welds, the two ventilation-purge duct penetrations, the personnel air locks,
-the

equipment door flange and the spent fuel transfer tube.

A system of this

type in which the penetration is continuously pressurized has not been previously
proposed for use in other licensed facilities.
The penetration pressurization system is divided into four sub-systems that
are provided with two independent sources of pressurized gas to assure that the
pressurized zones can be maintained.
connected to instrument air.

The four sub-systems are normally

Two compressors are used,

Although only one is

required to maintain pressurization at the maximum allowable leakage rate of
the pressurization system.

Each sub -system contains an air receiver than can

maintain pressurization for four hours if both air compressors should fail.

-
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is nitrogen bottles that
The backup pressurization source.-for each sub-system
allowable leakage
provide a minimum supply of gas for 24 hours at the maximum
rate.
monitored and
The, gas makeup rate for each sub-system is continuously
room to assure that
recorded (with a high rate alarm setting) in the control
A tentative upper limit
the leakage for the system is within specified limits..
of the containment
for long-term uncorrected: air'consumption has been set: at-0.27.
volume per day (sum of~four headers).

This limit has been set on the assumption

half would; be out
that half -of the leakage would be into the containment and
are, outside-the contain
of the containment. Jln addition, all penetrations that
The

pressure gage.
ment and in-accessible areas will, have a locally mounted
(e.g.,
pressurized zones that' are, entirely within the containment.

each containment

provided with low
liner seamn weld channel) or in inaccessible areas vill be
Isolationi

control room.
pressure alArms and irndividuaL', indicating lights in the

further identifi
valves are also provided-f or each pressurized zone to enable
cation-of leaking penetrations.
-An isolation valve-fseal-water system will also be provided to preclude,,
containment
potential leakage paths through piping systems that penetrate.-the
liner.

if-radioactive
These pipes could':present a possible source of leakage

.for each line.
gas were to leak through.the %isolationvalves- provided

This

at the outer isolation
system Is designed to .provide a-high pressure water seal
at the. valve or
valve or-a water-leg ate-high-pressure such that the: pressure
pressure.
in the line is maintained above the containment accident.
design feature should eliii~nate%this potential source of-leakage.

This
Thi's system

-
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is not provided for. closed piping systems inside the containment that. do. not
connect to the containment atmosphere or A source of rtadioa ctivity, and which
are provided with missile protection.
The containment will be leak "tested initia .lly-at a pressure of 47 psig'and
at some lower pressure.
method.

The leakage will be'determined by the reference volume

The specified leak rate for acceptance of the containment after com

pletion of construction is 0,17./day at 47 psig, without benef It of the pene
tration pressurization system.

These tests will be performed with the

penetration pressurization system vented to the atmosphere and not pressurized.
Subsequent leak rate tests can be performed at any pressure up to the design
pressure when the plant is not in operation and precautions are taken to protect
-equipment.

and instruments from damage.

The pressure for periodic leakage rate

tests of the containment will be set at the operating license stage of review.
In addition to providing systems that are designed to preclude out-leakage
from the containment, two independent systems have been provided to remove
halogens available for leakage from within the containment.

These systems are

the internal air filtration system (activated charcoal filters) and the containment
spray system.

The effectiveness of these systems is discussed in the "Accident

Analysis" sect ion of this report.
To provide a basis for evaluating the adequacy of the proposed containment
system, the staff has calculated the potential off-site doses following an
assumed major loss of coolant accident.

These calculations are discussed

in the "Accident Analysis"l section and demonstrate that the guideline exposures
recormmended in 10 CFR .100. are satisfied with nominal assumed halogen removal
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at 47 psig.
ef ficiencies arid a containment outleakage rate up to 0.17./day

On

that Criterion 19.
the basis of the foregoing and this evaluation, we believe
is satisfied.

19 e;
(Sections 5.2,, 5.4, 5.5; Supplement 1, Questions 7,

Supplement 3,' Question 2; Supplement 4, Part 2)
Criterion 20
such as resilient
All containment structure penetrati-ons subject to failure
so that leak
constructed
and
designed
be
seals and expanision bellows-must
throughout the
time
any
at
pressure
design
at
tightness can be demonstrated
operating life of the reactor.
barrier 'against
All containment penetrations are provided with a double
leakage from the containment atmosphere to the outside.

Penetrations which

doors and equipment
incorporate resilient seals, such as personnel airlock
hatches,

during all
use double gaskets which are continuously pressurized

reactor operation by the outside air supply system.

Hot pipe penetrations,

pressurized "in
which requirle expansion bellows, will also be continuously
no leakage can
several. compartments of: the penetration to assure that
the pipe.
occur to the outside through the weldment and seals around
under Critlerion 19.,

As:.described

the air, supply system is monitored for flow and pressure

detected, and the
such that excessive leakage through penetrations will be
separately. If a'
system is valved to allow leak testing of each penetration
pressurization can be
power outage, of air compressor- failure should occur,
maintained by a backup nitrogen supply system.

(Section 5.2,

5.4,- 5.5)

20.
We believe that the design described above satisfies Criterion

-
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Suff ciervt normal and emergency sources of-electrical power must be provided to
assure a capability for prompt shutdown and continued maintenance of the reactor
facility in a safe condition under all. credible circumstances*
The following sources of power are available to operate-the essential.
equipment including the vital instruments-and control systems:
1. The 138 kv Buchanan Substantion.
2. The station generator via the unit auxiliary transformer.
3. The three emergency diesel-~generator sets.
4.

The station 60 cell,

lead acid batteri-es.

The Buchanan substation which is approximately one-half mile from the
facility is connected to the-Lovett station of the Orange and Rockland system
and the Consolidated Edison 138 kv transmis sion system via two overhead lines
to Millwood East.. This power source is connected to the station auxiliary
transformer which is used during startup, shutdown, and hot standby.

Once the

main station generator is sychronized to the 345 kv system, the Buchanan sub
station (external power) is used to drive one of the feedwater pumps and to
supply two station service transformers.

The power from this source would

maintain the facility in a safe condition after shutdown or during the course
of accidents.

The remainder of the auxiliary load is supplied by the main

generator through the 40 MVA unit auxiliary transformer.
As a backup to the normal standby AC power supply described above, diesel
generator

sets will be provided with the capability-of starting and supplying

the power requirements of the engineered saf eguards as well. as that equipment
required to effect a normal facility. shutdown.

There will be three diesels

that will automatically start on loss of voltage to the 480 volt bus stations.
These can supply electrical power for the engineered safeguards, or equipment

-

required for a noirmal shutdown.

If
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only two diesels are assumed to operate,

.those safeguards required to preclude containment overpressurization and-signif icant
zirconiuim-water- reaction c~n be Adequately suoplied.- A normal 'shutdown could:' also
be eff ected -with two diesel s in operation.
All components and -structures of the emergency power,-supply system are vital
to safe shutdown and isolation-of the reactor and are,. therefore,
as Class I in-terms of seismic design.

This includes.:

designed

diesel generators and

fuel oil storage. tank,.. DC..power supply system, power- ,distribution lines
required during an -emergency?, transformers and switchgear. supplying-the engineered
saf eguards', control panel, boards,

and motor control centers.

(Section 8;

Supplement 1', Question 10)!,
We believe that there are-sufficient normal and backup sources of power
available-to satisfy.Crite-rion 21.
Criterion '2
Valves and their associated apparatus that are essential. to.,the containment
function must be redundant and so arranged that no credible'combination of
Such redundant
circumstances can interfere with their necessary functioning.
Capability
other.
each
of
valves and associated apparatus must be independent
and
valves
of-these
must' be provided for testing, functional operability
leakage
that
and
associated equipment to determine that n o failure has occured
be
must
is within acceptable -limits... Redundant valves and auxiliaries
independent - containment closure valves must be actuated by instrumentation,
control circuits and energy sources which satisfy Criterion,15 and 16 above.
The- applicant has stated the criterion that there will be a double barrier
between fluid-'systems inside the containment and the outside atmosphere.
Double- barriers in these .piping systems are provided by valves of the automatic,
check,

remote manual,

or manual operated type, and also; by closed systems either

inside or outside the, containment.

All piping penetrations are separated into

-
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five classes and are provided with isolation valve protection as discussed
below.

In .addition, the isolation provided at the ventilation ducts is

-discussed in Class 6.
Class L:

Incl udes normally operating outgoing lines connected to the
primary system.

These lines are not missile protected but

have one remote manual operated valve near the primary con
nection and one automatic and one manual valve outside
containment.

These lines will also be protected with

automatic seal water injection (isolation valve seal water
system).
Class 2:

Includes normally operating outgoing lines not connected to
the primary and not missile protected.

An automatic or.

remote manual valve is located outside the containment.
These valves are backed up with a manual valve or closed
system outside contairnent.

Seal water injection will also

be provided for these lines.
Class 3:

Includes incoming lines not missile protected which connect,
to the primary system or containment atmosphere.. If the line
connects to an open system outside the containment, two check
valves are provided, and a remote manual valve is provided
outside.. If the line connects to a closed system externally,
there is one check valve inside or a closed manual valve
inside the containment, and a manually operated valve outside
the containment.
for these lines.

Seal water injection will also be provided

-

Class 4:
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Includes normally operating incoming or outgoing lines which
are missile protected and are connected to closed systems
inside the containment.

A manual valve is provided outside

containment.
Class 5:

Includes lines open to. the containment atmosphere and open
to the outside atmosphere but which are closed during reactor
operation.'* Theise systems are sealed by twqo valves in series,
or one valve and one blind: flange_ in 'series.

Gas filled

lines of' this' type will be provided with automatic seal
water injection.
Class 6:

The ventilation purge duct penetrations are ;provided with
two remote manual operated butterfly valves.

-one valve is

located inside hnd one valve is located outside the contain
mernt at' each penetration.
The instrumentation for providing the containment isolation trip signals
are redundant.

Provisions are made for periodic testing. of the functional

capabilities of all remote op erable valves.
required for isolation

All -remotely operated valves

re'of the fail-safe type.

(Supplement 1, Questions 2,

19 e)
In view of the, foregolig 'we believe Criterion 2-2 is lsatisfied.

-
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Criterion 23
In determining -the suitability of a facility for a proposed site the acceptance
of the inherent and engineered safety afforded by the systems, materials and
components, and the associated engineered safeguards built into the. facility,
will depend on their demonstrated performance cApabi'lity and reliability and
the extent to which the operability of such systems,, materials,.components,
and engineered safeguards can be tested and inspected during the life of the
plant.
To provide assurance that the various engineered safeguards are capable of
functioning in the required manner, the following periodic testing of.,systems
will be performed:
(1) Containment will be-subjected to an initial-integrated leak rate
test at the design pressure of 47 psig with the penetration
pressurization and isolation valve seal water systems inoperable.
Subsequent periodic leak rate testing is also contemplated.,.
(2) All pumps, circuitry, and piping associated with the safety,
injection system will be tested for proper operation,.including
flow up to the last remote operated injection stop valves,,during
-reactor operation through the use of minimum-flow recirculation
test loops.

Actual flow into the primary system will be checked

during shutdown by observing a rise in pressurizer level as
water is injected.
(3)

Containment

spray pumps and piping will be checked up to the last

valve by use of a recirculation tes t loopy,.

An air purge connection

located downstream of the valve will be used to check for
continuity in the piping and spray nozzles inside containment.

-
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(4) The air recirculation system is normally in operation and -is
instrumented, such that any-abnormality in the dynamic system
could be detectable.

Flow-path integrity through'the fil1ter and

deitrunits will be checked by in-place testing using aerosols
during shutdown.

The charcoal beds will be removed and tested

periodically with both elemental and methyl 'forms 'of' iodines to
determine that the efficiency has not deteriorated.
(5)

Boric acid concentration in the high-head safety injection lines.
will be sampled periodically and maintained at the refueling
water concentration by use of recirculation lines.

(6) Diesel generators will be started periodically to verify that
the starting times and circuit operati on are acceptable.
(7)

Each loop of the service water system which provides cooling
water to the fan-coolers will be periodically leak tested.

(8) Leakage from components in the external recirculation loop will
be periodically measured to assure that limits are not exceeded.
(9)-

All remote operated valves will be exercised and actuati on
circuits will be tested periodically during plant operation.

We-believe that the proposed testing capabilities for engineered safe
guards systems of the Indian Point II plant are suitable,
satisfied.. (Supplement 1, Question 2)

and- Criterion 23 is

-
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Criterion 24
All fuel storage and waste handling systems mu st be contained if necessary
to prevent the accidental release of radioactivity in amounts which could
affect the health and safety of the public.
The fuel storage and waste handling systems will be housed in! the reactor
auxiliary building and will be of Class I earthquake design.

The applicant

has satisfied us that these systems will be designed to assure that no credible
accidental release of radioactivity from them could endanger the health and
safety of the public.
Liquid wastes are expected to consist of reactor coolant released during
plant heat-up and cool-down, resin bed regenerative solutions, pump leakage'
and waste from various drains.

These will be stored in waste hold-up tanks or

concentrated in the evaporator.

Each of the three hold-up tanks will each be

sized to hold two-thirds of the reactor coolant volume of about 12,000' cu*. ft.
One tank will normally be kept empty to provide for any unexpected liquid waste
inventory.

The reactor auxiliary building will be equipped with a sump and

basement which'will be capable of containing the contents of one liquid hold-up
tank.

The liquid waste disposal system will be designed so that the release of

the gaseous fission products entrained in the liquid waste from the rupture of
any of the three tanks will not result in potential off-site exposures in excess
of the limits of 10 CFR 20.
Gaseous waste will'consist of off-gas from the reactor coolant, the
liquid waste disposal system gas from miscellaneous equipment vents, and relief
valves and ventilation air -from spent fuel and waste handling areas.
system will include four storage tanks in which gas may be compressed.

This
0One
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of the tanks will be in standby to contain any unexpected gas formation.

The

tanks are sized to permit storage of the waste gases for at least 45 d'ays
prior to discharge.

Activity levels in the tanks will be kept at levels

sufficiently low to limit the potential exposures at the site boundary from
the rupture or inadverte nt release of the contents of any tank to 0.5 rem.
of f-gas vented to the-atmosphere will be monitored, continuously and if an
unexpected increase in radioactivity is sensed one of the two discharge valves
will be closed automatically.
Spent fuel will be contained in a water filled storage pit.

No gravity

water drains will be provided and the pit can only be drained through the use
of pumps.
Solid waste will consist of miscellaneous contaminated rubbish and spent
ion-exchanger resins.' These will be packed in suitable containers of steel
and concrete and shipped off-site.

(Sections 9.4,.,11.1; Supplement 1,

Question 2.)
Based on the foregoing, we believe Criterion 24 is 'satisfied.
Criterion 25
The fuel handling And storage facilities must be designed 'to prevent criticality
and to maintain IAdequate shielding and cooling for spent fuel under* all11' ant I
cipated normal and'abnormal conditions, and credible accident conditions..
Variables upon which health and safety of the public. depend must. be monitored.
Subcriticality of the spent and new'fuel will be-.ensured at all times'at
this facility.6

Spent fuel will be submerged in borated wate'r in the fuel

pit.The'arrangement'of fuel elements in the fuel
storag

trgptwl

ensure a multiplication of less than-unity even' if th e boron were Isomehow
removed from solution.

The spent fuel storage racks will be designed so that
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the assemblies 'can only be inserted in their prescribed locations.

The water

in the pit will be maintained at a'low temperature and decay heat will be
removed by the service 'water system.

New fuel will be stored dry in racks'

designed so that even complete flooding would produce a multiplication of'no
more than 0.9.
During refueling, personnel will be protected by concrete and water shielding
which "will'maintain dose rates of less than 50 mr/hr throughout the operation.'
Th ulstrage p it will provide shielding suff'icient to permi t normal ocupancy
of the areiaby plant personnel.

Systems will be provided,to monitor pi't water

temperature and radioactivity levels.

The spent fuel' handling and storage systems

are Class I structures with respect to' seismic design and as such Will be
designed to retain their function during the maximum design earthquake.
opinion, these design provisions satisfy Criterion 25.

In our

(Section 9.4; Supplement 1,

Question 2)
Criterion 26
WAhere unfavorable environmental conditions can be expected to require limitations
upon the release of operational. radioactive. ef fluents to the environment, appro
priate hold-up capacity must be provided, for retention of gaseous., liquid'or
solid effluents.
The liquid waste processing 'system utilizes--three storage tanks.
will have a capacity of approximately 8000 ft,
coolant volume.

Each tank

which is 2/3 of the primary

One tank will always be held in reserve to contain any unexpected

liquid .waste. Normal discharge of low level liquid waste will be to t he condenser
water canal through a monitored line.

Appropriate limitations on concentrations

of radioactive materials discharged and requirements for necessary monitoring
equipment will be imposed as part of the licensing conditions at the operating stage

-

of our review.
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The hold-up capacity of this system will be sized so that-under

normal operating conditions the hold-up and reserve capacity willI remain constant
while necessary limitations on discharge activity are met.
The, gaseous waste processing system will normally utilize four gas compression
tanks,,one filling, one holding .gas for decay, one discharging to the atmosphere
when a suitable activity level is reached and on standby to. accommodate waste
gases resulting from, unexpected. plant operations..
storage of radiolytic gas for at least 45 days.
monitored plant'vent.

The system will allow for
Gases will be discharged to a

Although unfavorable conditions are. not expected-to

interfere with the discharge of -gaseous waste products,, it

is

evident that

adequate hold-up capacity is available.
Solid wastes will be stored on-site in suitable containers until shipment
off-site for ultimate disposal.

(Section 11; Suppl ement 1, Question 2)

We believe that Criterion 26 is satisfied.
Criterion 27
The plant-must be provided with systems capable of monitoring the release
of radioactivity under accident conditions.
Gas releases from sources external to the reactor containment will be
exhausted from the facility vent or from the auxiliary building vent.
these vents are monitored.

Both of

The handling of radioactive liquids will be controlled

so that any accidental spills will be confined within the auxiliary building and
collected in a drain tank.

The normal low level liquid waste discharge to the

condenser water canal will be monitored.
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Leakage of radioactive gas from the reactor containment or auxiliary
building under -accident conditions will be monitored by the plant area radiation
monitoring system 'supplemented by portable survey

equipment.

(Section 11.2.2;

Supplement 1,Question 2)
Based on the foregoing, we believe that Criterion 27 is satisfied.
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VI.

Accident Analysis
The applicant has described the consequences of various accidents
resulting from assumed mechanical failures and reactivity insertions.

'We

believe that all types of credible accidents have been considered and are in
general agreement with the consequences described; however, it should be.
recognized that a complete evaluation of potential accident consequences cannot
be made until the f inal. thermal,
have been determined.

hydraulic, and physics -parameters of the core

The consequences of these accidents will be evaluated

by the applicant when final design details are available, -and'will be reviewed
by the Staff prior to reactor operation.
1. Maximum Credible Accident
The course and consequences of a. double-ended failure of the primary
coolant piping, the maximum credible accident (MCA), were'evaluated by the
applicant.

We believe that this accident represents the maximum potential

for off-site consequences.
The norm for site Acceptance is the Commission's site criteria,
10 CFR 100,

This regulation relates potential radiation doses to site character

istics-exclusion distanic6,and low population distance.' The criteria state
that following a credible but highly unlike ly accident' the potential radiation
doses at the exclusion 'area

boundary during the first tw-;o hours following the

accident should not exceed 300 rem to the thyroid!or 25 rem whole body.

Also,

these same doses shouild not be exceeded at the outer edge-o6f the low population
zone through the course of the accident.
As stated previously in this report,' the Indian Point II containment has
been designed to have"'negligible leakage which would result in very low off-site
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doses if.the assumed MCA were to occur.. Nevertheless, since integral leakage
rates of less than 0.17./day-are difficult to demonstrate experimentally, the
applicant has provided two independent iodine removal systems to limit the
These

fission product inventory available for leakage following an accident.

systems are the internal air filtration system (activated charcoal filters)
and the containment spray system.

Sodium'thiosulphate will be injected into

the containment spray water to aid removal and retention of elemental forms
of iodine.

The Staff has engaged Dr. George Parker of the Oak Ridge National

Laboratory to evaluate the design of these systems,

and he concluded that

the following efficiencies could be expected for their operation under accident
conditions:
(a) Under conditions of water-logging, of the charcoal filter units
which can be expected when operated in the anticipated 'post-MCA environment,
at least 907% removal efficiency can be assumed for elemental iodine.

Zero

efficiency should be assumed for the removal of organic" iodine.
(b)

The ef fi1ciency of the 'conitainment* spray; system ita not greater

than 907% for removal-of elemental iodine.

Zero removal efficiency should be

assumed for organic iodine.
The Staff has calculated the off-site consequences of leakage of
radi-oactive,- fission products from the containment under MCA conditions,
assuming various efficiencies of the iodine filtration equipment.
conservative assumptions were made:
Power level

-

2758 MWt

Equivalent 1131, av ailable for leakage
(25% of total'inventory)

-3.2

x .19 curies

The following

-

Unfilterable organic iodine
Fan capacity

-57%

.64-

of inventory available 'for 'leakage,

CFM each, 4 of 5 operating

-65,000

Recirculation rate

containment volume per hour

-6

Filter efficiency for elemental iodine

-as

i ndicated'in'table below

release) 0.017./day for,
Containment leakage rate
first day', 0O.0457./day for next thirty .,ays.
-(ground

Atmospheric dispersion.- as ;developed by applicant
Flow bypassingifilter

-

.107.

Credit~ for building wake effects.
No credit for containment spraysystem
The following table presents a tabulation of the potential off-site
above.
thyroid doses usingTID-14844 assumptions and the assumptions listed
they
The whole body doses were also calculated, but are not pre sented since
are not limiting.

To' account for building wake dilution effects, the

model suggested by Gifford and Fuquay has been used.

Condition
Assumptions as
stated above

Fil1ter
Efficiency

2 hr.
870
300,
210

0
30
45
90

-TID-14844 assumptions on meteor-,
ology'and constant
0.17% leakage rate
(no credit for
building wake)

Integrated Thyroid Dose (rem)
Low Population Distance
Si'te Boundary
0.67 mil1es,
0.32 miles

0

30. day
3,250
360
30
230

.,10-

2,390

39,000

-
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The,-above table indicates that for a filter efficiency of 45% for elemental
iodine,

the guideline doses of 10 CFR 100 would be satisfied should there be

a containment outleakage ra te of as much as 0.17./day at 47 psig., As previously
mentioned,

it -is reasonable to assume 907% filter efficiency for elemental forms

of iodine.

In. addition, the design objective ,for this containment is to have

negligible outleakage under MCA conditions.

Unde r these circumstances the

potential consequences of the maximum credible accident incident to operation
of the Indian Point II facility would be well within the 10 CFR 100 guidelines.
2. Minor Accidental Releases of Radioactivity
In addition to the release of radioactivity under. MCA conditions,
several other means for the accidental release of radioactivity from this
facility have been identified.
(a)

These are:

Steam generator tube failure
The applicant has stated that a steam gecnerator tube
failure would result in the blowdown of a significant portion
of the primary; system (about' 6i 000, utbic , feet) _lnto the
secondary systiemi.'-_Unde'r these conditions, a reactor scram and
turbine trip would be initiated by the low primary system
pressure trip and the secondary system steam would be dumped
to the turbine condensers,

The steam dump capacity of 407.

of full load would prevent operation of the steam.generator
safety valves and consequent discharge of radioactivity to the
atmosphere via this route,

However, radioactivity would be

released via the steam exhaust of the air ejector.

The air

ejector effluent-is monitored for radioactivity aid would be

-
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diverted to the containment under these conditions.
only radioactivity release'would occur before, the air

Thus the
ejector

effluent is diverted.
The potential off-site doses for this accident have been
calculated assuming the primary'coolant contains .1-the fission
products estimated to result from 17. failed fuel elements.-The,
3
most significant isotope is Xe-133 (concentration 200 uc/cm )
and about 32,000 curies would be injected into the secondary
system during the entire blowdown period.

The contribution

from the remnaining isotopes would'be less than 107. of the total
The applicant has estimated' that -less than,13,500

activity.

curies of Xe'-133 would be released before the Aire6jection
exhaust is diverted to the.'containment.- The Stafff Calculated
that the resulting off -site whole body 'dose wouild be less than
0.5 rem.

*We

believe that this estimate Is conservative,

since

the primary coolant would normally contain' sign'ificantly less
fission products than assumed..
(b) Leakage from gas storage tanks
The maximum anticipated quantity of gaseous'wastes in one
storage tank is approximately equivalent to 13,500 curies of
Xe-133., These tanks are in ventilated . concrete cells such
than any release or leakage would be exhaus ted through the
plant vent.

The potential off -site whole body'exposure under

these conditions would be less than 005 rem.'

-

(c)
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Leakage from auxiliary building,
The backup pumps for the recirculation system are located
in the auxiliary-building and would be required to pump water
containing radioactive fission products if both low-head
safety injection pumps within the containment failed after a
major loss-of-coolant accident.-Leakage from those portions
of the system located, outsidethe containment represents a
However,

potential means for the release of radioactivity.

these components will bedesigned for minimum leakage and
.the auxiliary building atmosphere is vented through absolute
filters

to

the

plant

vent.

If

the

components

in

the

system

were to leak at three times the specified rate, the two hour
potential thyroid dose at the site boundary from this
* source would be 2.5 rem.
.(d)

Leakage through fan-coolers
The cooling coils for the five fan-coolers are cooled by
water supplied by the-service water system at a-pressure of
20-25 psig.

During a period following the MCA the containment

pressure is above the service water pressure and a leak at these
coils would present a direct path for radioactivity to escape
the containment.

To preclude significant leakage through this

system the applicanthas proposed the following:
(1)

The contairnent leakage tests will be performed with the

service water system depressurized-and vented to the atmosphere.
These peri odic tests should assure that significant leakage
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paths do not exist at these cooling coils 1(the :design pressure
of the coils is 150 psig).

Alsothe individual cooling coils*

can be pressurized internally to test their integrity.
(2) The service water discharge-will be continuously
monitored for radioactivity.

If leakage Is detected, valves and

test lines have been provided so that' the leaking system can be
Identified and the leakage terminated.
In view of the short time period that the containment-pressure

is above

20-25 psig (about one-half hour if four fan coolers and one containment spray
operate on emergency power) and the'safeguards provided for detecting and
isolating leaking systems,we believe that operation of this syste6m in the
manner proposed is acceptable.'
Items a and'b, above, are examples of a class of accidents with lesser
consequences than the MCA but which are considered more, likely to occur.
our judgment,

In

the off-site consequences calculated -for -each-.(0.5rem whole

body) are acceptable in view of the small likelihood of occurrence.
Items c and d, above, are examples of 'paths of leakage of -radioactive
effluents which have not been specifically considered in ou'r'evaluation of MCA
consequences.

In each'case we believe that the additional 'potential exposure

that could be experienced are acceptable.
VII. Research and Development
On all components which are important for the safe operation- of Indian Point
Unit No. II, the architectural and engineering criteria have been described.
At thi's stage in design, ,the appl1icant has not yet Completed 'the 'final layo ut
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arrangements and design details of-many components and systems of the plant.
Programs are- being conducted which. will aid in determination and evaluation of
These include:

the final design.

1. Development of final core design and final thermal, hydraulics, and
physics-. parameters.
2. Research and development. on the air recirculation system
halogen f ilters.,
3.

Research on consequences of failure of core cooling systems and
development of means to ameliorate the consequences.

4.

of.,.the, emergency core cooling systems to .prevent fuel damage

.Development

f-ollobwing_primary system piping failures.
Our evaluation of,-the information submitted thus far leads us to believe
that acceptable, design -details can be evolved from the programs proposed.
At alater state of development, a description of the final design derived on
the basis of these programs will be submitted by the applicant and will be
evaluated by the Staff.
VIII, Technical

Qualifications,

This application f or a provisional construction permit has been submitted
by Consolidated -Edison Company, of New York,. Inc., which will operate the facility
when completed.

The applicant has been operating Unit No. 1, also a pressurized

water -reactor, for about four years with considerable success.
.''The nuclear subcontractor ,is

Westinghouse Electric Corporation.

Westinghouse

has been directly~associ~Ated with the design and operation of many pressurized
water nuclear power plants of generally similar concept to the proposed Indian
Point II facility,

These include Saxton and Yankee which have operated
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successfully, and San Onofre, Connecticut Ykee and Br ookwocod whi ch Are
by, the 'time:
presently under construction and are expected to be in operation

Indian Point II is completed.
Based on these considerations as well as upon our- evaluation 'of -the
that
responsible personnel, we have concluded that there is reasonable assurance
the applicant and its principal contractor collectively are- technically

qualif ied

to design and construct the proposed Indian Point II facility
IX. Report of the Advisory Committee on React.or Safeguards
As noted previously', A Subcommittee of the-Advisory Committee on Reactor
Safeguards (ACRS) met with representatives of Consolidated Edison Company- of
New York, Inc. on March 30, May 3 and June 23, 1966, to discuss the-design
and safety questions related-to the proposed facility.

During i.ts-seventy

second., seventy-third., seventy-f if th, and also' a special medting -on August 4-5,
the full ACRS, met .with, the applicant to discuss' the proposed facility.

1966,

A copy of the ACRS letter to the Commission concerning the Consolidated
Edison Company of New-York,

Inc.. application for a construction permit for

Indian Point Nuclear Generating Unit No. 2 is attached, as Appendix A..
The ACRS in this letter included several--comments and recommendations:
concerning the design of the proposed facility which have been discussed in
the body of this report.,. We have-considered each of these matters'and believe
they should be handled as recommended by the ACRS.
.

.

The letter then concluded

the proposed,.reactor can be constructed at the Indian: Point site with

reasonable assurance that it can be operated without undue risk to the health
and safety of the public."...
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X. Conclusions
Based on the proposed design of the Indian Point. Nuclear.. Gene'rat ing Unit
No.

2,

on the criteria, principles and 'design arrangements,,f or systems and

components thus far described, which includes, all of the Important safety.-items,
on the calculated potential consequences of routine and accidental release of
radioactive material's to the environs, "in the -scope of, the. development program
which wi'll be conduicted-

and ontetechnical competence of the applicant and

the principal conhtractor, we have concluded that,-in-accordance with the
provisions of paragraph 50.35 (a), 10 CFR 50:
1. The applicant has described the proposed design of the facility,
including the principal architectural and engineering criteria for the design,
and has identified the major features or components on which further technical
-infoirmation

is required;
2.The omitted technical information will be supplied;

3. Research and development as required to resolve the safety questions
with respett to the features and components which require research and develop
ment will be conducted;
4. On the basis of the foregoing, there is reasonable assurance that
(1) such safety questions will be satisfactorily resolved at or before the
latest date stated in the application for the completion of construction of
the proposed facility, and (2) taking into consideration the site criteria
contained in Part 100 of the Commission's regulations, the proposed facility
can be constructed and operated at. the proposed location without undue risk
to the health and safety of the public;
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5.

The applicant and its contractor are technically qualified to de .sign

and construct the proposed facility; and
6.

The issuance of a provisional construction permit, for the proposed

facility will not be inimical to the .common defense. and security, or the
health and safety of the public.
In summary, we have concluded that there is reasonable assurance that the
Indian-Point Nuclear Generating Unit No.. 2 can, be constructed -and operated
at the proposed site- without endangering the.heal'th and. safety, of the public.

-App4ndii A
ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON 'REACTOR, SAFEGUARDS
~
UNITED.STATES ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION

....

25C D.C.

.:-,.WASHINGTON

AUG. 1-6 i966&
Honorable Glenn.T. Seabors
Chairman
U. S. Atomic Energy Comisson
Washington,

SubjecL:

1).

.

C._________

REPORT ON INDIA

POINT NUCLEAR GENERATI.NG UNIT NO. 2

Dear Dr. Seaborg:
At its seventy-fifth meeting, July 14-16, 1966# and its special meeting
on August 4-5, 1966, the.Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards com
* ple~ted its revicei of the application of Consolidated, Edison Company
of New York, Inc. for authorization to construct Indian Point Nuclear
Generating Unit No.. 2. This project had previously been considered
* at the. seventy-second and seventy-third meetings of the Committee, and
at Subcormnittee meetings on Mlarch 30, May 3, and June 23, 1966. During
its review, the Committee had the benefit of discussions with represen
tatives, of the Consolidated Edison Company and their contractors and
and with representatives of the AEC Regulatory Staff and
their consultants. The Committee also had the benefit of the documents.
listed.
-consultants

The Indian Point 2 'plant is to be a pressurized water reactor system
utilizing a core fueled with slightly enriched uranium dioxide pallets
contained in Zircaloy fuel rods; it is to be controlled by a combination4
of rod cluster-type control rods and boron dissolved in the primary
coolant system1. The plant is rated at 2758 11.(t); the gross electrical
Although the turbine has an ad-a
*output is estimated to be 916 bNI(e).
ditional calculated gross capacity of about 10%~, the applicant has
*stated that there are-no plans for power stretch in this plant.
*The Indian Point 2 facility is the largest reactor that has been con
aidered for licensing to date. Furthermore, it will be located in a
reg.3-.on
particular

of relatively high population density.
attention

has

been

given

to

improving

For. these reasons,
and

supplementing

the'

protective f catur~s previously provided in other plants of. this type.,"
Thne proposed design has a reinforced concrete containment with an in
tcernal ste el, liner which is provided with facilities for pressurization
of~ weld areas to reduce the possibility of leakage In these areas#
The conaiuent design also includes an internal recirculation

:

1.

Honorable Glenn T. Seaborg
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containment spray system and an air recirculation system consis ting
of five air handling units to provide long-term cooling of the con
taimmant without having to pump radioactive liquids outside the
containment in the event of an accident. Even though the applicant
anticipates negligible leakage from the containment, two. independent.
means of iodine remval within the containment have been provided..
Theso are an air filtration system using activated charcoal fIters,''"".''' -. .
and a. containment spray system which uses sodium thiosulfate In the
spray water as a reagent to aid removal of elemental iodine,.
The reactor vessel and'various other components of the system are
surrounded by concrete shielding which provides protection to the
containment against missiles that might be generated if structural
failuire of such components were to occur during 'operation at pressures,
This includes missile protection against the highly unlikely failure
of the reactor vessel by longitudinal splitting or by various modes
of circumferential cracking. The Committee favors such.protection..
for large reactors in regions of relatively high population density
The Indian Point 2 plant is provided with two safety injection systems,1,
for flooding the core with borated water In the event of a pipe
rupture in the primary system. The emergency core cooling system
are of particular im ortance,
and the ACRS believes that an ices
In the flow capacity of these-systems is needed; improvements of
other characteristics such as pump discharge pressure may-be ap
propriate. The forces Imposed on various structural members within
the. pressure vessel during blowdown in a loss-of-coolant accident.
should be reviewed to assure adequate design conservati-sm. The
Committee believes that these matters'a
ersle
uigcn
struction of these facilities. However, it believes, that the ABC
Regulatory Staff and the Committee should review, the final design
of the emergency core cooling systems and the pertinent structura
members within the pressure vessel. prior- to. irrevocable' commitments
relative to construction of these item.
The applicant stated that, even if a eignificant fraction of the core
were to melt during a loss-of-coolant accident,' the melted portion
w~ould not penetrate the bottom of the reactor pressure vessel owing
to contact of the vessel with water in the eump beneath it..
The applicant also Proposes to install a batiip to the emergency core
.cooling systems, in the form of a water-cooled refractory-lined
stainless steel tank beneath the reactor ptabsure vessel. 'The Coin"
mittee would like to be advised of design detais and their theo
retical and experimental bases when the design Ls completed.

Hlonorabla Clown T* Seaborg
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In order to rcduce still further-the lowi probability of Primary
WyULern rupture, the applicant should take the additional measures
noted below. -The Couuittea wiould like to review tho results of
studies mada by the applicant In this connection, and consequant
proposals, as soon as these are available.
1.

taign and fabrication techniquas for the entire P'rimery
systam should be reviewed thoroughly to assure adequate,
conservatism throughout and to make full~usa of practicalp
existing inspection techniques which ca provide Still
greater assurance of highesat quality...

2.

Groat attention should be placad in design on in-service
inspection possibilities and the detection of inciptent
trouble in the entire primary system during reactor.
operation, Me&thods of leak detection should be employed
which provide a mzaimwa of protection against serious
incidents.

Attention chould also be given to quality control aspects, as Well2
aS Stress analysis evaluation, of the containment and its liner*-2
The Commiattee recon eds that those items be resolved between the
AE
MC Regulatory Staf f and the applicant as adequate Information is
davoloped.
The applicant has ado studies of reactivity excursions reauztn
from the im~probable event that structural failure leads to exusion
of a control rod from the core. Such transients should be liimited
by design and operation so that thoy cannot result in gross primary-.
system rupture or disruption of the core, w~hich could Impair the
effectiveness of emergency core cooling. The reactivity transient ,'1.
problea~ is complicated by the existence of sizeable positive re
activity, effects associated with voiding the borated coolant water"$

particularly early in core life.

*

*

In addition# the course of the

transients is oensitive to various pakamnters, some of which remain
to be fixed during the final design.. Westinghouse representatIves
reported that the magnitude of such reactivity transients could be
reduced by installation of solid burnable poisons in the core to
parradt reduction of the doluble boron content of the moderator, thrA
by reducing the ,positive moderator coefficient, The Committee asrats
with the applicant's plonw to be prepared to install the burnable.
poisoni if neceassary., The Comittea wishes to reviaw the question of
reactivity transients as .soon as the core design ia aet.

4

Honorable Cie= To' Seaborg
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The Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards believes that the
various items mentioned can be resolved during construction and
that the proposed reactor can be constructed at the Indian Point..
site with readonable assurance that it can be operated without .
undue risk to the health and safety of the public.
Sincerely yoiars , ,
ORIGINAL S;G;'!ED BY:
DAV iDCA

:

David Oktrent
Chairman
R~eferen~ces:
1. Consolidated Edison Company of Vew York, Inc.$ Indian Point
Nuclear Generating Unit 11o. 2, Preliminary Safety Analysia
Report, Volume 1, and Volume 2, Parts A & B, received
December 7, 1965.
2. Firat Supplement to Preliminary Safety Analysis geportb,dated.
March 311, 1966.*
3. Second Supplement to Preliminary Safety Analysis Rpot
received June 2, 1966.
4.Errata Sheets for Preliminary Safety Analysis Report and First
Supplement thereto, received June 13,, 1966.
5. Third Supplement to ProliminarySafety Analysis Report, re
ceived June 22, 1966.
6. Fourth Supplement to Preliminary Safety Analysis Report* ro
ceived July 28, 1966.
7. Fifth Supplement to Preliminary Safety Analysib Report' rei
ceived July 28, 1966.4W
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of the -of sitqle radiological consequences of' a-major.
ass
The applicant',s, anlyi
loss of coolant" assumes. 'a groun'.d ; release. For the two-hour dose the invcrsion
par~ameters- assumed :in :TID-14844- Were 'used and credit-'was taken for additional
This latter effect amounted to a factor
dilution du to builfdi ng :tuue.trbulence.
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of 3 at the. site bouniday.;., 60) and a factor of 1.25 at a distance of 2000 m,
which is consistent with '"the-findings-of Islitzer. [2]. .For the 22-hour dose
speed, (2 in/s instead of 1 m/s)
for, ahgr'vegewnd
crediLt was t 'ke
This would seem most reasonable,
which doubled the ndrmaliZ'e'd air concentrations.
and in fact is conservative because no credit was taken for mean wind direction
For the analysi s
variability' Which ce'rtainly *is a factor over 'a 22-hour period.
'Of the long-term, 30- day.h azard consequences, temperature lapse rate and wind
measur~d-'durinfg winds blowing from the 200 sector centered on
speed statistics
N1LE (predominant directioi) were utilized to establish dispersion factor
The annual frequency of NNE winds was 15% during which inversions
ca-egories.
It is obvious from an inspection of the categories
occurred 42% of the time.
listed on page 5.2-6 of volume II that the inversion category is the major
Using
contributor (by a factor of 10) to the long-term dispersion factor.
and
Meteorology
in
4.76
(eq.
Sutton's equation modified for a long-term average
computed.
were
Atomic Energy, AECU-3066) the appropriate dispersion factors
The results were conservative since a wind direction frequency of 357%was used
instead of the observed annual value of 15%.
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UNITED STATES
DEPARTMENT:OF THE iNTERIOR

'i .

.GEOLOGICAL. SURVEY
TNGTON,-D& .-. 20242',

3.'WASH

:f,.AIJG- 151966

Mir'11
Mr.Harold L. Price
Director of Regulation.
U. S. 'Atonlic' Energy ,Commi~ission.,-.,
A+915 St. Elm
vneo

7.

:Bethesdd, Mryland,

20545

.7..

.

.

Dear;.Mr.,, Price:..
Transmitted herewith are statements' on the geolog and hydrology
o-the Indian Point-,*site- arequested in Mr. Case's letter- of
7...
Depcember 10, 1965.',
.

H~

~

.

The statements were prepared by Henry W. Coulter of. the Gdologic
Division and Eiric L. Meyer of the Water Resources.Dii~fon and
have been discussedx wXith member s,of .your staff.
We have no objection to your making the se statements a part' of

*the

public' record.

.

.

Sincerely yours,

A&Oting Director
Enclo~ures

/

7
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lbl:. lderate ,

csof*
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it

wuld be

-evluation
of the' site.'t

Alhoghit.mabe anicptjhi: erthqae 'within thegera

region-will continue to occur with approximately the same frequency
and with,.approximatelyV-the'.same intensity with--which they have been:
recorded

during the :.-past 10

years,. there are no-identifiable faults

.or -other, geologLc struc tbres-which could be. expected to locd.ize :earth
quakes. -in -the -immdiate vicini'ty-of the. site.:
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Review of Hydrology Sect ion ,'of-Preliminary Safety
Analysis
Report, Indian Po'int, uclea9r .GeneratingUi
o
2
'Conso1idtd. Eldislod C"44 of. 'New York,
Ing.
The site is.-on the estuary# of , th
.;from

u~~l{

. .

theNarrows.

Inis

rec

h

udson

Rver, About. 36 m l s u -te

ives flwadsaeaedtrie

both by, runof f fromi.-,
'a'ng
ai
ndbtd
Discharge of 'the: river iha been measue
yteUS

elgclSre

a reen -Island, nerTosne14.The.
drainage: area aboetege
is:8090square miles; 'interve Its drainage area*~
'ten te*g g n h
Bit isesimaedto e aou 4,00square miles. The mean
flow at Green
Islaindtduring 1946-66 has 'been '13,'060
cfs (cubic feet per second), and the

corresponding flow past the site is. estimated
to aebe

bu

000cs

Mii aiyfowa

reen Island was 1,010 cfs on Septemiber 7,
1L964;
during the period of record the flow
has been getrta
,0
f
90 percent of the tim, -and greater than
8,000 cfs -53 Percent of the time.
The relationship of. low flows at 'the
Green Island. gage to low flows at' the
site is not as readily estimable as that
of mean flow; however, it is likely
that equivalent low flows at the site'
are also about 11j times as high as at
the gage. The maximum flow observed'
at the gage during the period of
record was 215,000 cfs, occurring on
March 19, 1936, but the stage at the
site is not known. Another major flood
occurred on March,'28, 1913, but the
discharge is: unknown at either the
gage or the site.

K Appendix C
Flow in the river at Peekskill is-principally ,in the downstream
direction only during periods ofpfhigh: freshwater. runof f
low runoff there is upsat ream f low

At medium-and

lUinfg'-flood. tides, And,satwtrbgn

to travel upstream when f low at ,Green,- Islandi near, 8, 000 eta, or"'slightly
below' median f low., Typcly freshwater, runoff: inth Hdsont River
drainage, is above median* duringwnead srnganbeomdinurg
summer And, fall.. Median monthly average -flows at'the, "Green Island-gage
for the period 1946-60,:are less; tha

8'000 cfs for;;the, months. of July

through.October.
When: freshwatler flow isblwtemedian point, 'tidal currents reverse
flow during- ,the*flood- tide., adtwaer would then recycle past'.the, site.

The

recycling water masses would mix with fresher'water.'coming from upstream
and with- saltier wa .terfrom downstream. 'Under these conditions Contaminants.
released at the site would disperse both in the upstream and downstream
direction.
The Hudson River downstream from the site is not used for drinking
water supplies; however, at Chelsea, 22 miles upstream from the site, the
city of New York has installed facilities for pumping water from the Hudson
to augment other sources in emergencies or during extended periods of
drought.

Contaminants released to the river at the site would not reach

Chelsea, except when freshwater flow drops below the median point.

During

these periods, contaminants would. be dispersed i :na large'vol ume of-,water
extending both above and below the release point prior to reaching the
intake.,tThe highest concentrations would remain near the release point,
the lowest at the upstream and downstream edges of the spread of the contam
inant..'

it

would

take

a

number

of

tidal

cycles,

probably

more

before the contaminant could extend to the Chelsea intakes.
-2I:

than

five,

A quantitative

APpenidi x C

estimate of the number of _.tidal cycles- required or the amount of the
number of tidal cycles requ ired or .the' munt. of dispersion cannot be

readily made without data!Fon-stream,velocities .and' dispersion character
istics in this reach. H e'rastudj .f iprini
e
kHro
supported by.'the Atiomic Energy Comission may ha
data to permitadn' adequate: estimated
T- tuywasIcarried out0 by 'the Chesapeake Bay

gnrtedsfiin
nttt

(Pritchard

and-others, 1962)- toAdetierine the dispersion of'an assumed itistantaneous
contaminant release , to the :river at-the Battery-in lower Manhattan.
Current velocity and salinity data: were obtained by the Coast Guard at 55
stations-extending from the Lower' Bay to Highland Fails, New York,' About
* 8 miles above-Indian Point,

Dye dispersion experiments were carried out,

in the hydraulic model of New York Harbor located at the U.S. Arm
water~,wa

Experiment Station in

nineers

icksburg, Missip.This model can

reproduce the prototype tidal fluctuations, current velocities and
salinities as far upstream as Hyde Park, New York, about 40 miles Above
Indian Point.- One of a series of dye dispersion experiments indicates"

A

that with a flow of 6,000 cfs, traces of a contaminant would move About
22 miles upstream from the release point between the 5th and 10th tidal.

~

cycle and would have a concentration at the point of about 5 X 10l
cubic meter per unit of released contaminant.

per

The farthest upstream extent

of the contaminant was found about 25 miles above the release point and
*reports

of the study do not concern the river above that point.

A mathe

matical, analysis using the current velocity and salinity data in a computer
program yielded comparable results,.
The figures above are of course not directly applicable to releases at
the site, but information from this study, along with general informationt
-3-

*

,,..

ippenixct

On the river, indicates that. dispersion would be substantial.

The stage of the Hu'dson River near the . sitis is affected
by tides. The
range of the tide has been- measured- atatd
aenar ep k
e ok
about 3/4 of a mile down~tream fro

the ..site sporadically from 1919 to 1930

(Schureman, 1934).

monthly average tidallranges 'were found -to -be on the
order of ,2.5 to 3 feet.-, Referred-to Sandy Hoksalvldatum, 'the mean
low water level wsaot05feet be low. sea .leel and
:mean higth -water.
"was from'2 to 2.5 feet Above se.a level,.
Hih

a hesiear
tge

storm'surges from the ocean.

ue. primarily to high tdscaused by
Freshwater floods alone are not likely to

lead to the highest. stages at. the-. site,. because the river
has a high cross
sect ional area in comparison to the maximum floods observed.
Tidal .storm.
surges caused by either hurricanes ot, extratropical storms-have
been
observed to travel up the: Hudson.- The highest storm surge
in the Hudson
in recent years occurred, in November, 1950, when a stage
of 7.4 feet above'
mean sea level was observed at Peekskill by the Corps
of Engineers. Storm
surges considerably higher than those of November,
1950, are a possibility.
Wilson (1960, p. 64) in a theoretical study of hurricane
storm-tide in
New York Bay has computed maximum storm surges of
8.7 feet above predicted
astronomical tides, on basis of transposing the track
of the major 1938
hurricane to the New York Bay area. Storm surges can
travel up the Hudson
as far as the site without diminishing in height.
If such a storm surge
were combined with high astronomical tide, stages near
the site might reach
10 to 11 feet.

-4-
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'1'~FileOF THEI
-DEPAFRTMENT
INTERIOR:
FISH AND WILDLIFE-'SERVICE
WASH INGTON, D.C.,

'MrI. Harold Pice
~Director of Regualations
S..S.
Atomic Ener yf Col sision
'Dear.-Mr.

~liii~
''In

800,

240:

t31~

;.U

~

j~.'*

-

Price.:

accordance with'your 'request date-1Dcme

10, 1965,

h

olwn

ithe'. Fish and "Wildl.ife. Service' s,report of the etfect upon fish ana
wildlife of tepoosed-nuclear power plant of' the .Consolidated- Edison.
Company of' New York, Indian Point Nula
eeatig~ tN
'
Buchanan,' 'NewA Yo9k' (~'et,
No.5
4~

ulf-

UP

As, is our usual proceduxle,. we requested-Dr. Theodr R. Rice ofth
.Buirealu of Cormercial Fishdries 'tod-r1ew1 , Preliminary ,Safety
a-, s','zard
Reportl for, general, comments: upon the radioactive' hazard.A
coy
i report. enildA Preliiminary -Evaluatio ofPsbl
Effdc'ts' on Fish and: Shellfish of',:the'..Operation of the Proposed- Indian
Point,' Nuclear -:Generating Un~it :N,6 2 Buchanan, Necok'i
and .s'hould 'he .,conisideied,an, appedi to
or.,'

'

"

IIJDr.

F,

'Rice'j ls.
report- and'the Prelmiar Safety Hazards'Re'port were then
sent to r
on.hret
Regional Director, Burea
fCmeca
Fisheries, Gloucester, Masachusetts, for discussion and comments with
local representatives of the Bureau of .Sport Fisheries and Wildlife
and the State of. New York Conservation Department. This letter
represents the 'comments'of 'all three of these agencies.
We believe that plans for control and disposal of radioactive materials'"
ar e-generally adequate to protect fish and wildlife in the vicinity of
the proposed. plant. We request, however, that the license require the
company to conform to standards on disposal of radioactive effluents
of the State of New York, as well as those of the Federal Government.,
The recommendations in Dr. Rice's report dealing with radioactive,''
hazards to fish and wildlife should be carried out by competent fish
and wildlife experts to ensure that no adverse: effects occur.- We
request that the applicants be required to consult with local personnel
of the Fish and Wildlife Service and the State of New York Conservation
Department in developing and approvinl
aor
surveys needed to carr
out these recommendations.
-

'4:peni

ish, fronf other than radioactive
Admini sti-at ion Is policy
,
materials are the. most' erious.. ,In vi'ew' ,the"
to bring about -real.and substantial imrprovements in-'the quality of our
environment, we'ffeel strongly that 'ade~quat.' studi~e's', :of thesehard
and development: :of -methods' to' 'eliminate or Iininiize t'hem'should be part,
eh,a4pliant should b~e
of. the construction licen-se'. .~Wea also believe.
d Widife
re quired' to mneet~ with local epresentatives o~f: th'Fsi
Se'Ict. and the State' of New Yo rk oxea
Ii
epartme-nt' tdeelop
pliisfr't~estudies and for 'their ad equtiae',evalua tion 'after the
and that
!:e~ie
data, is :collected. We reque st t hat such metns;
the' ,applicant~be requir
to, make6' such. modificatiosn znsaed ,p:ant stru~ture,
nmz6ay aad
ayb
necessaryto &
eina'o
and op

The problems* associated with hazaras~t

Specifically,,we: re'uest! that ,the' lappli ant:'be, requiredt'
"Aqie
'data acceptable'*to conservation officials of the Fish
and WVildc,,if e Service and',the'_State.,of New York on the quantity
and. spe~ci 's>f 'fish,,eggsfsh
lridal
-ih~andjuveniles which may
pas
saitrou h't Le intake, screens. and the:coln
b6ex
systen.&
(2) Discus an
ee with 'con'servation officials
and Wildlif&
e Service :and.'the Sttof New York
mortalit T problems at'Indian Point, Unit No. 1,
of measures to overcome. these problems: and the
of these measures'-to Unit. 2.

(3)

of the-Fish
the past f ish
the success
applicability

Develop pre-,c onstruction, studies acceptable to conservation
officials of the Fish and Wildlife Service and the State of
New York of thermal and other effects upon fish; the need for
and des 'ign of fish screening facilities; and the need for, the
design of, and the standards required for modification of
plant structure and operation to minimize any fishery problems.

(4+) Meet with conservation officials of the Fish and Wildlife
Service and the State of New York at frequent periodic
intervals to discuss plans and results of all studies to
minimize hazards to fish and wildlife.
We are sending copies of this letter
of New York Conservation Department;
Wildlife, Boston, Massachusetts; and
Gloucester, Massachusetts, tfor their

and Dr. Rice's report to the State
Bureau of Sport Fisheries and
Bureau of Commercial Fisheries,
information.

2

01

*

accordance, with patrqet
ereenclosi ngforcpe
* these reports fo Iryour convenie nc e.
.In.

o'

>Sncerelyus
...........................
ur

Enlsures

January 17, 1966
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APRLIMNAY

~POSIBE

VALATON

FFC'T.S ON:.FISH _AND .SHELLFISH'OF TIM

OPERATION OF THE .PROPOSED I!ND IN- PL-O-INT .NUCLEAR ZGENERATING: UNIT NO. 2
BUCHANAN, "

"CYORK (DOCKETN.'027
By

:- T. R. Rie Director
and.
ilgs
P Bati's t Fihr

J

*

t:

Bureau of Commercial Fisheries,:,
Rdiobiological Laboratory.
Beaufort, North Carolina'_

*
Introduction

The Conso lidated .Edison Company-of New York,. Inc., has applied
to the Atomic E0rg

Cmisofrlceestcnstruct and operate a

nuclear reactor i1n Westchester"County, New York.

The proposed reactor

wi'll be the second nuclear facility at the Indian Point site, the first
haying..been in operation for over 3 years.

The. site comprises approxi-i:j

mUately 250 acres of land on the east bank of the Hudson River at Indian
of Buchanan in upper Westchester County, New York.
'.PonVillage

The

site is 2.5 .miles southwest of Peekskill and about 24 miles north of New
York City boundary line.
We understand that the jurisdiction of the AEC in the licensiA'
and regulation of nuclear power reactors is limited to matters pertaining;
to adiological-safety.

For that reason, our comments in this report are

divided 'into two categories.

The first category pertains to3 radiological
Page I of 10 pages
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sa fety -cons id era tions, which' are, involved: in the pending licensi.ng pred
. ,,_ing. The ,second cagryoitainou
clin~
nte.
pssi bl effet
caer
tepr tur
n aisfieor
omns;o
temea:i

'4increased'ya-e.

'"tl-i'~ryog'im

* tionsare. not4 within, the jrilsdici
len

penin

.1AG4dni

,A1ih

o

the. AEC ad

g

thiese, considera

inovd Io

in 'the

AE, lcnig..proceedings, they. may bofinterest, ' t'o appropriae
state and- local agencies'and to thtplcn.
,>~~sw,
k
h

Theii- ent~ryof,'

Iltilon

be

-f,

maeiasi
maei
-horadioactive
t teaquatic environment,,

_either: by design: or byd
ac cident, might -conceivabl'y ,resul t. adverse effects
the_ f isher ie s.o
h
r a*
a
e m d a vs be
thferefore, t a
mmrcalFiheies~f~heU.S.Fih
evaluate the possible ef fects ofth
eris
heara.
f

Ililpi

pera-t-ionof ther'

Wildlife,: Service"
tr'nte

ih

pesntevaluation. is. based in part "on iJnforato
presented in the tPrel1iminar SftAnalyi
eot
oue
n
,b
Th

.the Consolidated 'Ediso 'Com~n
2.

of New York, Inc.

-Description of the Facility
Generating Uniit'No..'2' will be constructed adjacent to Unit No. 1

and will consistwof a., reactor containment building, auxiliary building,
4control

"room, and turbine building as the major. structures.
The reactor.-will be a pressurized water-type cooled by ordinary
water which is kept under sufficient pressure to prevent bulk boiling.
~

~This is the type used in Indian Point Unit No. 1, Brookwood, New York,
and the. Yankee Power Facility, Massachusetts.

The water, after leaving

the reactor vessel, passes through a heat, exchanger where it
yields its
heat to another separate stream of water which is thereby converted
into
Page 2 of 10 pages
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steam.

The reac to'r cooln

system Willbarngd's four closed reactor

coolant loops: connected iin, parallel to-'the .:reac tor vessel,

each containing

a.reactor coolat pmadastmgerto.Aelcrically heated
pressurizer will *be connected to 'one o f the loops.

The reactor design

calls for a thermal output* of.2.,758 megawatts -and a net electrical capacity
of approximately 873 megawatts.
Condenser circulating water will be drawn from the Hudson River
through a floating debris skimmer wall and eight. separate screen wells at
a flow-rate of 840'.000 gpmn.

The circulating water will be, discharged back

into the river far enough away from the intake to minimize recirculation.
3.

Radioactive Waste Disposal Facilities
The wa ste disposal system is designed to collect, monitor, and

process for safe disposal all solid,

gaseous,

and liquid wastes.

The maximum rate of solid waste accumulation will occur during
refueling periods, and the minimum during normal operation.
such as sampling paper, cardboard, wood,
glassware,

filter:: cartridges,

bailer into 55-gallon drums.
offsite.

paper,

Solid, wastes',

broken or contaminated

etc., will be compressed by a hydraulic'
These drums will be stored prior to shipment

Spent ion-exchanger resins will be stored in a resin storage

tank until a sufficient quantity has accumulated' for packaging with- con
crete.

Normally a minimum of 6imonths will be-allowed for decay.
Gaseous wastes will be stored in tanks until sample analysis

ind icates' suf fic ient decay to warrant release to the environment.
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tanks will be-prolvided~ for .norma1'operation wih oe tn
decay, and the7 third discharging.c , A-four
accommodate 'gaseous, wates r'esulting, fromI
such as cold or hot -shutdowns

tI kwl
unxetd

e
pat

iln,

oe i

rvddt
prtos

A.teasslave thieOiaste 'disposal

system, .thy wi -be mtonitored 66~lUus'., and if

.

an -unexpected increase

in radioactivity i's dete~~ted, one .'Of t he discharge.
vaslves will1 be'closed
automatialy on, signal :from theoitr
Th e concenteatio'.

fraoctivity I-n luiwaesdermines

the process to be usad~ for: safe.disqposal.
,wast hoduptnk

Waste

faditional delay, tiei

decay,:'t'oi'th e"g'as strippe'
Is -suitable,.for processin

fteprti

may b
arnted

icagdt

h

for-radioactive

low and the ra dioactivity-level

truh4the: evaporator t rai,

or :to the condenser

cooling waters discharge. if wates can be
released within the tolerances
:establ.ished by Title 10, Part 20 of the Code of
Federal Regulations.

The
gas space in the waste 'hold- up 'tanks will be filled
with nitrogen of a low
positive pressure-to prevent.accumulation of a potentially
explosive mix
ture of hydrogen and oxygen. liquids from the evaporators
may be discharged

to the evaporator concent'rate s processing train
for filtration, removal of
cations in demineralizers, and then storage in the
steam jacketed concen
trates holding tank. From this tank the solutions
will be either trans
ferred to the boric acid ta nks, or returned
to the concentrates processing
train or waste hold-up tanks for reprocessing by
the evaporator train.
Concentrated solutions from the evaporator will be
placed in 55-gallon
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drums,
Atll,

mixed: with cement and ultimatelVy si ppe
iquid. ef fluent.-ieleases:w~lb~~~

for disposal.

ote
pio

to release'into and,"

dilution wit h- .the c-tondensev.,discha rge.'- 4

,:

*:ll'rdiaciv~releae

,.

into,, the -Hudson'River will

be uinder controlled., codtosat concentrations below the limits.etb
Title 10, Parktf 20 o
h
oe fFdrReuain.Eniomna
radio logicalVsurveyshav

I1IPoint:,Station sinice.1958,
reiult
artre

Thsereuls

been- in-operation- in .the ivicinity'of Indian
about 4years- be~foreUnit No,0:.':~began operatilon.,
,sm

re rpote

smannuall

to te

/te

AC) Docket'#50-3.

'Monthl y'

samples are taken of Huadson Rivepr .water near the site, vegetation on. the
Surreys

1e''frm-t

jand .wa ter from the Ind ian Poin

Surey,.have' shown that opeato

IIV

el

of Ind iani Point Unit No. 1 for over 3

years has -had no detectable' effect on the environment.
Similar results:- haye been obtained in a 2 year post-operational
survey conducted.-by members of the Bureau of Radiological Health Services
in New York State-Health Department, the Middletown District Health Office,

*

and the Rockland and Westchester Health Department, and by biologists from
the Bureau of Marine Fisheries in the New York State, Conservation Depart
ment.

Similar results also have been obtained in independent studies by
Dr. Merrill Eisenbud, Director of Environmental Radiation Laboratory,
Institute, of Industrial Medicine,

I

New York University.
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HvdroLo-wvcnt
The Hudson: River ,n the

4,500 to 5,.000 feet
sectional aresi
square feet.

of Indian 'Point ranges
-p

of 5

fo

to75 feet.

Cross

th

vicinity Are. In theorder,,of-165, 000 to
170,0
The4 Hudson -River- is tda
s' far'-as T-oy
ome 0
ie

upstreamffom 'Indian Point.
The-elevation of the wiater'surac in the
theiniplntiss
resoiv
toth
ta
vtcnie ofn
ooi
h tidal cycle thtaverage
rateo6f 'flow -has' l1ittlel

effect-1 on, depth or -velocity of flow.

The. hazardo of, contamina tion of water.
supplies by radioactive
:effluent wastes fomt the Indian. Point pln
are considered minimal. I
the reach of the 'Hudson River t'ha-t could
be effected, rver water is used
only for industrial cooling.
However, the city' of New York is now in
the
process of constructing a river water
pumping station at Chelsea in Putnam
County to pump Hudson River 'water into
the County system.
.6.

Fisherieso

h

uio

ie

There are extensive commercial and. sport
fisheries in the Hudson
River.
Sport fishing is, concentrated mainly
on ~striped bass and white
perch.
The predominant commercial fishery is
the shad fishery. -During
1964, 181,865 pounds of shad were caught
in the Hudson River. 'Approximately
149,000 pounds of this catch was caught
by stake gill nets south of the
Peekskill area.
Less extensive commercial fisheries 'include
herring,
striped bass, American eel, sturgeon,
white perch, tomcod,,and American
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smelt.

'Although ther'-r

no cmecafisheries for. shfif ish, some
boundary* norto
beey

oys ter setting grounds Iexist f rom,; th e.New
distance.of 9r mils

.Vi

.

7. aate of Rad ionuclIides
.

.

i the Aqatic. Environment.,.

When r adionuclides :are rel eased int

ditet
various -factors-tend toA'

and, ds

e

the aquatic- environment

them while other' factors tend'

'to -concentrate them.': If, -the; irate o'f dilution wer

the.:only consideration,

undobted ' the maximum permissible concentrations of radionuclides which
t
undoubtedly'
'can be disposed 'of as' wasteawuld beaeuat criteria -in determining
the maximum safe rate .of discharge.

However, radioactive isotopes. are..

adsorbed onto sediments and are' concentrated by organisms which require,
many of ithe stable formsoof these elements for their normal metabolic
activities..

In''addition, some organisms concentrate. radioisotope's not

normally required but -which' Are chemically similar to elements essential
for metabolism
'j,

.

urthermore, .distribution of radionuclides can occur by

their transmission from one organism to another through various trophic
levels of the food web and by the migration of organisms from the area.

*

8., Conclusions and Recommendations Concerning Radioactive Effluents
The Indian Point' Pressurized Water Reactor No.

2 has been

designed to operate with a minimum of environmental contamination by
radioactive effluents.

Radioactive materials that are released to the
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env ironmen t,. howe've r,

mtbe re leasded. at.,a& rate.whi ch.-will1 not exceed

the maximum permissible ,limitlO,
of FederalIRegulationis.I
It is concludd
;No.

Part :20 of the Code

t at t e nd

a

Poin

Nu

le

r Generating Unit

2:can be operated' without harmfu'l 'effects to'dthe. ffisheries
provided

that the f ind ings "of the irad-iologica-l mi
onitoring pormaeued.to govern
the discharge of" radio'a'tive ,,material.
Althugh

iti

eletablihed thtcerti lees of radio
active wastes can -be dicaged intothe aquatic e'nviromn
ihu
adverse effects on. the fisher..ies,

it-is'essnilt

eemn

hte

suhdischarge adversely af fects the organisms in each
specific area.
In view of the extensive fisheries' in the, Hudson- River
it is imperative
that every ef fort: possible be made to safeguard these
fisheries.
fore, it

There

is recommended-:
(a) -That

ecological surveys be initiated as soon as possible

and continued on a regular basis to determine the
effects
of reactor effluents on plant and animal communities.
(b)

That the radiological monitoring Iprogram be conducted
on
a quarterly basis and include representativeqs-of
the
ecologically important groups of aquatic organisms
and
sediments.
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(c)
*

That, hy4roq'y'.stu4iesin,:..tel 'Vicinity of the plant be
"'cotined

*,

na regularbsst

rvd

necessairy data oni

water;,flow for' use 'in: calculating dilution -and -dispersion
of radioac'tive mtril.

(d)

Tacosdrtobegvnto: the combined effects of
from:,all. existing and' planned reactors

.,effluent'discharge

aogthe,,sores,of the Hudson River.
(e)- And that the Rdiobiolog-ical,,Laboratory. be placed on the.
distribution Is

to reev

oies, of the survey 'and

monitoring. reports fo r review-in determining whether''or
not unsafe levels of radioactivity have been found in
the water,, sediments,

or biota,

Possible Effects of Increased Water Temperature on Fishery Organisms
Large volumes of heated water' discharged into an aquatic environ
ment from a nuclear steam generating plant can result in a significant
increase in the temperature of the environment near the plant.

The tempera

ture rise may or may not be sufficient to cause mortality among the
organisms present,

but subtle biological changes could occur causing long

term changes in the fisheries.
The thermal requirements of a fishery organism cannot be stated
with any degree of accuiracy.

By "thermal requirements" here-is meant the.

temperature limi ts which will permit survival at a level which allows for
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ctiutof

:the species .

.Thee limits 'are inlecdb

sze, and other factors. -so -that-te erma
.,variable and diffict
Fo

reurmn

to

seran.A

requirement

seasonae
wud -be -quite

acntolngfctrtethra

f "A partic .ula spcis bePcomes: a Aeve',which will prmi

sufficient dif ference, between resting and active metabolism to provide
ITfor

essentia1

ciiis4Bet'wu.
tivile's:
.0n h

nrae
rebedenergy demand of

rXesting metabolism during'elevated temperatures may roban organismof
the agility needed to:'capture its'food.
upe
ii

o

It has been proposed that the

eurdtemperatuire for any species of fish shou ld no t

exceed that which-would curtail activity below 3/4 of the optimum, i.e.,

T.F

3/4 of the maximum difference between activean;rsigmtblm
(Brett 1960,).
Although a temperature rise in the aquatic environment may eu
Jeul
in -a change in species composition,, increases in'total productivity near
-warmwater outlets from conventional power plants-have been observed.
Therefore, it will be necessary to follow carefully. any changes in total
*productivity in order to properly evaluate the effects on fishery organisms
from discharged heated water.
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CeUNITED

STATES

ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION
WASHINGTON, D.C.

20545.

4TES

July 27,

1966

Mr. Clarence F. Pautzke
commissioner
Fish and Wildlife Service
U. S..Department of the Interior
Washington, D. C. 20240
Dear Mr.

Pautzke:

Thank youlfor the report of the Fish and Wi ldlife Service, attached
to your letter of July -13, 1966, concerning -the -effect upon f ish and
wildlife 'of the proposed nuclear power plant of the .Consolidated'.
Edison Company of New York, Inc., Indian Point Nuclear Generating
Unit No. 2, Buchanan, New York (Docket No. 50-247).
*

With respect to the comments on page 2 of your letter concerning the
potential hazards from other than radioactive'materials, the Atomic
Energy Commission's regulatory jurisdiction is limited essentiailly to
matters of radiological health and safety and the common defense and
security. The Comission is without statutory authority to impose
conditions in its licenses relati ng to the thermal and other non
radiological effects of the licensed activities. This position was
explained in a letter, dated May 2, 1966, from our General Counsel to
the Solicitor of the Department of the Interior. It was also refliected
in our testimony last May 13 before the House Committee on Merchant
Marine and Fisheries on H. R. 14455, H. R. 14414 and H. R. 9492.'
With respect to the comments on page 1 of your letter concerning the
State of New York, the AEC and the State of New York are presently
engaged in a cooperative relationship governing the regulation of
nuclear'materials. The essential elements of.-that relationship are
set forth in an agreement entered into by the State and-the AEC and
in an implementing memorandum of understanding. Both documents are
attached.

Mr. Clarence F. Pautzke

---

July 27, 1966'.

We have been advised by the Consolidated Edison Company that there
have been'several informational meetings between the Company and
representatives of various New York State agencies, including. the
State Conservation Department, concerning operation of the.Indian
Point plant; that frequent'inspections of the plan-tihave been made
by State. of ficials; -that such meetings and, plant visits will. continue
in the future; and ,that the..Company would be very pleased to have.
Fish-and Wildlife representatives .participate. We have also been
advised'-that the Company is'supportinig financially a Hudson River'
Fisheries'study which includes the waters in the vicinity of Indian
Point; that this study is 'directed by a policy committee consisting
of Mr. E. L. Cheatum, Assistant Commissioner of Conservation, New
York State, as Chairman; Mr.. Thomas H. Schraeder, Assistant Regional
Director, Fish and -Wildlife Service'; and Mr. A. S. Pearson, Con
solidated Edison; and that Mr. Cheatum has been kept 'informed of the,
results of the thermal pollution study made at Indian Point and on
a model at Alden Laboratories..
If-you desire to discuss these matters further, please let me know.
Sincerely yours,
'Is/ Harold L. Price
Harold L. Price
Director of Regulation
Enclosures:
1. Agreement.:
2. Memorandum! of Understanding,

..
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ADEQUACY OF THE STRUCTURAL CRITERIA
FOR

CONSOLIDATED EDISON COMPANY OF NEW YORK, INC.
INDIAN POINT NUCLEAR GENERATING UNIT NO. 2Z..
by
N. M. Newmark and W. 'J.'Hall
This report is concerned with the adequacy of ,the containmettstructure and
components'flok'the:2758 MWt Indian Point Nuclear Generating 'Unit-Nol. 2,..hereafter':
referred to As "Indian Point Unit 2, -for which application:,for a construction permit and
operating license has.-been' made :to the United StatesAtomic-Energy Commission ,by the
Consolidated -Edison Company -of.NewYork,

Inc..- The facility is located onztheeatbn

of the 'Hu'dson River at.Indian-Point, village .of Buchanan, in upper.Westchester -County,
New York., -'The, site is,'about 24,-miles, north of the, New York City boundary,.and 2 ;51
,miles southwest 'of Peekskill', New-York.

Indian Point Unit No.

2 will be built adjacent

to Unit No''

0 --'The

reactor systemf consists of a pressurized 'water- reactor and steam generator

which- will be employed to 'produce- steam for use in a steamw-driven turbine. generator.
Specifical ly, this report is concerned with the evaluation of the design:
criteria 'that determine th~e abiltity 'of the containment system to withstand.a design
earthquake .of.lg19 horizontal and 0.05g vertical: transient ground acceleration simultane
ously with the other loads forming the basis of the containment design.

The facility also

is to be designed to withstand a maximum earthquake, lo'ading of 0,15 g horizontally an~d
O.lg vertically to the extent of preserving the ability. to maintain the plant, in a
safe shut-down-condition.
.This

report is -based on. information and criteria set -forth in the preliminary,

safety analysis. reports (PSAR)', ''and
report.

supplements thereto as listed 'at the end of this

We have also participated in discussions; with the -applicant and its-represent

*es as well as the AEC Regulatory'Staff, concerning the design of this unit.
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As will be noted in the three supplemenlts, a number of questions were raised
about the design of the containment-and further comments on 'the questions,

answers

and criteria cited are contained herein...
DESCRIPTION OF THE CONTAINMENT FACILITY
The reactor containment consists of a reinforced concrete shell in the form
of a vertical right cylinder with a h emispherical dome and a generally flat base
supported on rock.

The cylinder is 1315 ft.. in inside diameter, with a wall thick

ness of, 4 ft. -6 in.;

the spring line of the dome begins at an evelatio Inof

147 ft. above the inside surface of the base of the containment structure, has
A radius of 67 ft. -6 in. and a thickness of 3 ft. -6 in.

The change in wall

thickness of the dome and cylinder at the spring, line'is to be accomplished in
such a manner that the inside radius of the dome and cylinder will be equal.
The inside surface of the structural concrete is lined with steel plate.
anchored to the concrete shell with studs.

The bottom horizontal liner plate0

will be covered with 2 ft. of concrete, the, top of which will form. the floor of
the containment..
Figure '1 of Ref. 4 shows the containment base as sitting on concrete fill in
one region, with unequal backfill acting-on one side of the cylindrical containment
shell.
COMMENTS ON ADEQUACY OF DESIGN
Earthquake Hazard and Design Procedures
The earthquake motions considered are stated in Ref. 5 as follows:.
In reply to:Question.9-c, "'the'plant design will consider the simultaneous
action, of horizontal and vertical earthquake accelerations.

,The design earthquake

accelerations at zero period are O.lg horizontally,and.O.0g vertically."

In reply to.-Question 9-dl, the statement isd made that:;'

"Th

ndan Point*Unit

No. 2.containment will satisfy this relation for 'seismic loads at le!asti equal' to those
coresonin
tothreposeto 0.15g horizonital and .. lOg- vditical ground accelerations
occuring simultaneously."
-We. be-lieve. that the foregoing criteria covering the earthquake motions are
reasonable -arid ,satisfactory.
,- _The response spectra to'be used in the analysis are given in Ref. 5, Figs.
9-1-and 9-2:,bit a plot of spectra are not given for the maximum earthquake.

We have

considered ;that the response s6pectra to be used for maximum earthquake are -proportional
to those used.-for *the design earthquake.

The applicant'hAs stated* that the combined

effects due. to. vertical and horizontal earthquake motions' wi'll be' assumed -to act simul
taneously in the design.
The damping values, as revised, are given in Ref., 5 in the answer to quetio
9-a,

We consider that these damping factors are accep ta ble,' as sta..te.d"in t Ihis reference.

Criteria, for,"no loss of- function" are stated in reply to- question 6 of Ref-. 6', -and
appear-adequate.,

A ductility factor of two (2)

is to be used in the design of all

Class I vessels and piping.
The applicant has informed -the Staff that any Clas's I equipment located in a
Class II building,.or supported by a Class II structure, will be protected, from damage
during an earthquake, or'will be backed up with-Class I equipment, capable of providing
for a safe reactor shut down, located in or attached to Class I structures.

We concur

in this approach.
Penetrations
The applicant. describes' the method of-analysis of penetrations in the answer
to.4question 2 of Ref. 6.

The method is essentially an empirical one and should be adequate.
assurance of adequacy can be obtained in one of several-ways:

An indicationA

for example, by theo

ritical analysis using a lumped parameter or finite-,element representation; by photo
elastic analysis; by model tests; or by adequate measurements made during proof
pressure tests of the completed structure%

The applicant has-informed the Staff thact

assurance of adequacy of the large penetrations will be provided through measurements
and observations made at the time of the containment proof-test.

Such measurements

will include (a) strain measurements to be made in the area of the stiffening ring
and in areas adjacent to the opening, (b) visual inspection for cracking and
(c) measurements of gross dimensional changes.

We believe that acceptable results can

be obtained from such measurements.and that these would assure the adequacy of this
aspect of the design.
Steel Liner
The design of the liner and the attachment to the concrete pressure vessel is
discussed in the answer to question No. 1 of Ref. 6. We consider that a plate thickness
of 3/8 of an inch, as indicated in Ref. 6, can have adequate resistance to fatigue or
repeated stresses if the welding procedures are carefully controlled.

Hence, an in

spection procedure is essential in which all of the stud connections to the plate and
liner welds are examined.; The applicant advises that 100 percent of all. liner stud
welds will be visually inspected, and that all liner seam welds will be pressure tested.
Concrete Reinforcement.
The principal reinforcement in the dome and cylindrical shell containment
vessel is listed in Ref. 4 as being "high strength billet steel conforming to ASTM
:A-432 with a guaranteed minimum yield strength -of 60,000. psi and. ultimate minimum
strength of 90,000."
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this steel has a lower ductility that the lower strength 'steel commonly employed,

adequate inspection and control procedures are essential'to insure, -that ,the steel ,mee
the requirements o f 'the,' spec.if ications;, the Staff has been assured that an acceptable
arrangement for such procedures will

be:.provided.'

Concrete Shear Values
A discussion of-the shearing -strength of: conecret e' under various,, conditions of
combined 'lid
lading is .contained in the 'answers to questions -7 and 8,.of .Ref. -6.

,,The

applicant has informed the Staff,'that' these -latter statements, mean that diagonal, rein,-"
forcement will be provided to carry the entire seismic shear without participation of
the liner or the concrete, 'except for the upper area of the 'dome. Also the applicant
has confirmed that shear will not be considered to be carried by diagonal bars when they
are loaded in compression. An our view, this interpretation gives an adequate capacity
for shearing resistance of the containment under transverse loading.
Bac ti 1
The structure is' subjected to dead load pressures an d t -o i ncrea'sed lateral
forces in the transverse direction arising from the action of the crushed-rock-backfill
against the structure.

Since this backfill is not at the same elevation around the eriL

tire structure, the lateral force distribution on the structure arising from both dead,
load and seismic loading are not uniformly distributed circumferentially.

Although the

answer to question 5 of Ref. 6 discusses this problem, the discussion appears to be limited
to the state of stress in the soil.

The applicant has informed the Staff that he will

take account of these increased lateral forces due to seismic behavior in proportioning
the concrete and steel in the containment vessel.
Earthquake Effects on Crane
The stability of the crane under seismic motions is discussed in the reply
tcjestion 4 of Ref. 6.
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The statement is made. that '1the seismic design also precludes: tipping of the-crane
and the-reaction of seismic loads."

Hence',

the factors to 'be considered involve

forces imposed on the crane structure from swinging loads, or the impact of such
swingi ng loads. on other parts of the structure.

It is apparent from the discussion

that the applicant -ha-s considered this matter.' We understand thatthe capability of the
reactor for safe shut down 'will not be-impaired by earthquake motions that might be
transmitted to the crane or through the crane to other elements.

CONCLUSIONS
On the basis of the-application and discussions at several meetings' on this
topic, we believe that the principal structures.,and componentsi designed ifor,%coritaintt,
and the ,other essential. parts of the. facility, will provide an adequate margin of
safety for seismic motions.
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1.

'Preliminary Safety Analysis Report - Description'o'f' Site and Environment,"
Consolidated Edison Company of' New York, Inc. Indian Point Nuclear
Generating Unit No. 2, USAEC Docket No. 50-247,1Exhibit B, Vol. I, 1966.

Design Description and Safety
2.' "Preliminary Safety Analysis Report
Analysis," Consolidated Edison Company of New York, Inc., Indian Point
Nuclear Generating Unit No: 2, USAEC Docket No. 50-247, Exhibit B,
Vol. II, Part A, 1966.
-Plant

Design Description and Safety
Analysis," Consolidated-Edison Company of New York, Inc., Indian Point
Nuclear Generating Unit No. 2, USAEC Docket No. 5b-247, Exhibit B,
Vol. II, Part B, 1966.1

3. "Preliminary Safety Analysis Report

-Plant

4. "First Supplement to:, Preliminary Safety Analysis Report", Consolidated
Edison Company of New York, Inc. Indian Point Nuclear Generating Unit No.
2, USAEC Docket No. 50-247, Exhibit B-1, 1966.
Preliminary-Safety Analysis Report," Consolidated
Edison Company of New York, Inc.., Indian Point Nuclear Generating Unit
No. 2, USAEC Docket No. 50-247, Exhibit B-2, 1966.

5. "Second Supplement to:

*6.

"Third Supplement to : Preliminary Safety Analysis Report," Consolidated
Edison Company of New York, Inc., Indian Point Nuclear Generating Unit
No. 2, USAEC Docket No. 50-247, Exhibit B-3, 1966.

Appendix F
U. S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE SERVICES ADMINISTRATION
COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY
WASHINGTON SCIENCE CENTER
ROCKVILLE, MD. 20852

July 23, 1966

Mr. Harold L. Price
Director of Regulation
U, S. Atomic Energy Comision
Washington, D. C. 20545
Dear Mr, Price:
In accordance with your request, we are forwarding 10 copies of.
our report on the seismicity of the Indian Point, New York area,
The Coast and Geodetic Survey has reviewed and evaluated the
information on the seismicity of the area presented by the Con
solidated Edison Company for a license to construct and operate'
a nuclear reactor in Indian Point, New York.
If we may be of further assistance to you please do not hesitate
to contact us,
Sincerely yours,
/6/

James C. Tison, Jr.

James C. Tison, Jr.
Rear Admiral, USESSA
Director
Enclosure

Appendix F
,REPORT ON THE SEISMICITY OF THE INDIAN POINT, NEW YORK AREA

In response to the request of the Division of Reactor Licensing of the Atomic
Energy Commission, the Seismology Division of the Coast and Geodetic Survey has
reviewed the seismicity of Indian Point, New York as submitted by Consolidated
Edison Company of New York to the AEC on December 7, 1965.
The history of seismic events in the Indian Point area as prepared by
Reverend Ja J. Lynch 0 S4,

for data up to 1955 and by Dre James Dorman f or data

up to 1963 are in complete agreement with our knowledge of the area seismicity
during historic time.

A check was also made of our files from 196.3 through May

1966 and no additional earthquake'reports were founde

The intensities of these

earthquakes do not exceed 6 on the Modified Mercalli Scale, indicating that the
A

strongest have caused but very slight damage0

Moreover, the highest intensity

earthquakes that have occurred in the'St0 Lawrence Valley and coastal New England
areas have never been damaging around Indian Point.

In evaluating this historic

information about the intensity of the earthquakes and realizing that the proposed
structure would be constructed on rock formation,

the Survey is in agreement with

the applicant's statement that-O~l g is adequate for the design of the reactor
plant and containment.

This 0.1 g is considered adequate even though there is

evidence of much tectonic movement during geologic time.
tonic history indicates only minor activity- which is

Howeverb recent tec-A

in general characteristic

of the Appalachian Mountain Chain0
In summaryo the Survey believes that within the lifetime of the facilities
located on rock at Indian.Point, an acceleration of 0.1 g in the period range
of 0.3 to 0.6 without the loss of function of components important to safety
*hould be taken into account.
U0 Sd Coast and Geodetic Survey
Wahington, D, C.

June 23,

1966

